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6 Law Day/Family Day '99: Justice in A Civil Action
Is civil justice an oxymoron? Law Day/Family Day '99 tackled the tough question
in various forums and got some heartfelt, humorous answers from plaintiff's
attorney Jan Schlichtmann, who represented the families in the famous




Training Problem-Solvers: Lawyers and the Ethics of Dispute Resolution
-Assistant Professor and Civil Clinics Director Alex Scherr
"Regulation by Litigation": Targeting Firearms & Tobacco
-Q & A with Assistant Professor Richard Nagareda
14 Reflections on Law School and the Profession: An Interview with Georgia
Governor Roy Barnes
Governor Roy Barnes 0.0.'72) shares his thoughts on the profession and
reminisces about the school that shaped the state's leaders. Carter Professor
Perry Sentell's recollections of his former student, presented at a law school
reception honoring the new governor, are reprinted.
22 Learning By Doing: Hands-On Experience in Lawyering
Law students satisfy their hunger for experience through new clinical offerings,




Sibley Lectures and Red Clay Conference.
Alumni Activities
Mid-Year Bar Meeting and Our-of-State Gatherings.
Messages from LSAC and BOV Leaders. Development Update.
Student Briefs
Profiles of Jason Green, Michael Sullivan and Dana Lennox. Student Honors and
Activities. Moot Court/Mock Trial Season Summary.
Class Notes
Updates From Your Classmates and Features on Rufe McCombs (LL.B.'42),
Alan Shor 0.0.'83) and Kriste Richardson 0.0.'98). Homecoming and Reunion
Weekend Information.
Headlines
1L crowned "Miss UGA." Commentary on Justice Harry Blackmun's death.
Young Alum Represents Marine in Italian Ski Gondola Accident. Creation of
Cleveland Ethics Chair.
Hirsch Hall Highlights
Site Inspection Summary. U.S. News Ranking. Honor Court Revised. Kudos for
Rusk Center's NPR Series. Admissions Recruiting Initiative.
Intros. Carter Chair Clerkships.
Faculty Accomplishments
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i Osjha (pron. "Asia" with an "Ah")
Anderson's crowning achievement as a
beginning law student came long before
her first-year finals: on January 9, she was
named "Miss UGA," the first law student
ever selected to hold the title. She will rep-
resent the University in the Miss Georgia
Pageant on June 26, in her fifth and final
















"I don't feel nervous about it one bit,"
said Anderson, a native of Glennville, Geor-
gia. "I've been preparing for five years, and I
have most of my work done."
Her primary focus, she says, is her plat-
form: to renew a sense of community. "I feel
all of our social problems - drug abuse, teen
pregnancy, crime - are drawn back to the
idea that we don't feel connected to one an-
other. We don't feel a sense of responsibility
for othets."
Anderson, who has been competing in
pageants since age 17, says the experience
changed her life. "I don't think I would be
here at law school if not for this experience.
It gave me the confidence to think that I
could do this." ..-='4-
-Katy Hudnall
Justice Blackmun's Death
i Two members of the UGA law faculty












served as judicial law clerks to Blackmun, a
member of the U.S. Supreme Court from
1970 to 1994:
"Others will remember Jus-
tice Blackmun for his influence on
the law. I will remember him for
his personal qualities - his humil-
ity, his extraordinary self-disci-
pline, his warmth toward others,
and his steady willingness to give
of himself Justice Blackmun will
always be an inspiration to me as a
lawyer and as a person."
Hosch Professor Dan T Coenen, law
clerk to Justice Blackmun 1979-80
"Justice Blackmun has been
- and continues to be - a huge
influence on my life in the law. I
am inspired by his work ethic, as
well as his passion for the law and
his compassion for people. It is
some comfort that many of the
Justices's former law clerks who are
now law professors (in addition to
those who are judges and lawyers)
have the opportunity to instill in
the next generation oflawyers
some of the qualities that were so
much a part of Justice Harry
Blackmun."
Anne Proffitt Dupre (J.D. '88), law
clerk to Justice Blackmun 1989-90 ....-=,ii.
UGA Law Grad Represents
Pilot in Italian Ski Gondola
Tragedy
i Just three short years out oflaw school,
Major Bill Weber 0.D.'96) of the U.S. Ma-
rine Corps found himself arguing a case of
international significance: defending Cap-
tain Richard Ashby, the Marine Corps pi-
lot whose jet severed gondola cables at an
Italian ski resort in February 1997, killing
20 people.
"A friend brought me in on a very high-
profile, general court martial case involv-
ing a series of beatings at Fort Knox," said
Weber. "Because of press coverage of my
participation, Captain Ashby asked for me.
I was lucky in that I got to build my repu-
tation around the Marine Corps very
quickly."
Ashby was acquitted of manslaughter
and involuntary homicide charges in mid-
March. Weber, an accomplished veteran of
UGA's moot court program, conducted
some of the most critical direct and cross
examinations of the trial, including cross
examinations of the radar altimeter expert,
flight expert and accident recon-
structionists. (cont'd)
Major Bill Weber (J.D. '96) (second from left)
says he "packed a lot of experience in a short
amount of time " during the two months he
worked at Camp Lejeune, N.c., as a member of
the civilian/military deftnse team for Captain
Richard Ashby (center).
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Gus Cleveland attended law school at UGA and served as one of the first
presidents of the alumni association. He and his wife Lallie, credited by Gus
as "the greatest influence in his life,)) have been married for more than 50
years and remain active law school supporters.
HEADLINES
"People who participate in moot court
- who spend substantial time on their feet
arguing before judges - those skills trans-
fer directly to a jury trial," said Weber.
"You're comfortable putting coherent
paragraphs in your head and communicat-
ing them to a judge. It's directly relevant."
While many civilians, particularly those
in the international community, were out-
raged by the verdict, Weber has encoun-
tered no hostility for his role as winning
counsel.
"The ranks of the people who enjoy
defense work in the military are not that
huge," said Weber. "Whenever there is a
big victory for the defense bar, defense
counsel all over the Marine Corps get a
warm glow, even if it wasn't their case." .--a
New Ethics Chair to Be
Named in Cleveland's
Honor
lliii The newest endowed chair at the Uni-
versity of Georgia School of Law will bear
the name, the "A. Gus Cleveland Distin-
guished Chair of Legal Ethics and Profes-
sionalism," after the attorney widely
regarded as the "father of continuing
legal education in Georgia." U.S. Dis-
trict Court Judge Hugh Lawson recom-
mended Cleveland to receive the honor.
"This is undoubtedly the greatest
honor and pleasure I have ever received,
and I am so thankful for it," Cleveland
said during a dinner at The Piedmont
Driving Club given in his honor by the
law school and his law firm, Kilpatrick
Stockton .
The chair was created by a consent
order reached in U.S. District Court at
the end of 1998. DuPont Co. paid $2.5
million to each of the state's four ac-
credited law schools to settle an action
seeking sanctions against it for alleged
litigation misconduct in earlier product
liability cases. Judge Lawson ordered
2· THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
that the money would be used to endow
chairs devoted to teaching professionalism
and ethics in the practice oflaw, and also
ordered DuPont to pay $1 million to en-
dow an annual ethics symposium which
will be hosted by each law school on a re-
volving basis.
"For a trial judge to have the chance to
influence for the better the course of his
profession without fear of reversal is a
once in a lifetime thing, and to have such
an opportunity coincide with the occasion
to honor a man whose professional and
personal life has exemplified those very
qualities which the judge has sought to
impress upon the bench and bar is even
more unique," Lawson commented.
Cleveland has dedicated his career to
professionalism, chairing the Georgia Bar
Association's Continuing Legal Education
Committee from 1962-65, during which
time statewide continuing legal education
programs in Georgia were established. He
was one of the founders of the Institute of
Continuing Legal Education in Georgia
(ICLE) and the Institute of Continuing
Judicial Education (ICJE) and has served
both organizations in various leadership
roles as a trustee.
Among his many honors, Cleveland
has received the Harrison Tweed Award
from the national Association of Continu-
ing Legal Education Administrators; the
first Distinguished Service Award issued
by the State Bar of Georgia; the American
Judicature Society Herbert Harley Award
for service in promoting the effective ad-
ministration of justice; and the Lifetime
Achievement Award from the Atlanta Bar
Association. The ICLE board of trustees
created the "A. Gus Cleveland Award for
Excellence in Continuing Legal Education"
in 1990, and named him as the first recipi-
ent. The ICLE print building in Athens
also bears Cleveland's name.
Cleveland joined the predecessor of the
Atlanta law firm of Kilpatrick Stockton in
1940. He was named a partner in 1953 and
retired at the age of70 in 1988, then be-
came of counsel to the firm.
Cleveland earned a bachelor's degree
from UGA and attended the law school for
two years. He was one of the founders of
the Law School Association in 1952 and












ABA/ AALS Inspection Report
Expected Soon
• A team of six legal educators, Univer-
sity administrators and practitioners put
the School of Law under the microscope in
February, when they conducted a reac-
creditation site inspection for the Ameri-
can Bar Association (ABA)and the
Association of American Law Schools
(AALS).The team observed classes and
met with faculty, University administra-
tors, alumni leaders and students over a
three-day period.
"All in all, it was positive visit: there
were many favorable comments about the
overall quality and health of the University
of Georgia," said Dean David Shipley.
"The school is doing well, and I feel that
we were treated fairly."
The team's written report, expected in
early summer, will address progress made
since the last site visit in 1992 and suggest
areas for improvement. Look for details on
the inspectors' recommendations in the
Dean's Report which will be mailed to
alumni and friends in the fall. ~
Inspectors lookingforward to a visit to the
sunny South were surprised to find Athens
covered in a beautiful blanket of snow on the
first day of their visit, February 24. Classes went
on as scheduled, and warming temperatures














Southeast, according to the 1999 rankings
published by u.s. News & World Report.
UGA ranked 36th overall in the survey of
175 of the nation's accredited law schools.
The law school's ranking slipped two
places from the previous year's survey.
"I left Kentucky and Kentucky moved
up two Spots, and I came to Georgia and
Georgia fell two spots. That's about how
rational the rankings are," said Dean
David Shipley.
Shipley and 168 deans at ABA-accred-
ited law schools have again signed a letter
of protest against the ranking system, la-
beling it as "inherently flawed."
"While we're pleased that the Univer-
sity of Georgia is consistently recognized
as one of the best law schools in the na-
tion, I reiterate the law school's long-held
position that any ranking system cannot
possibly consider all factors relevant to the
quality of a student's experience," said
Shipley.
u.s. News bases its law school rankings
on four criteria: reputation among lawyers,
judges and faculty; student selectivity (me-
dian LSATscore and undergraduate GPA
and proportion of applicants accepted);
employment success and bar passage; and
faculty resources (total expenditures per
student for instruction, library and sup-
porting student services; student-teacher
ratio; financial aid; and law library volume
count). --a
Honor Court Revised
• Hundreds oflaw students signed a pe-
tition to preserve the autonomy of the
Honor Court and, in the end, their voices
were heard.
The law faculty suspended the opera-
tion of the Honor Court in spring 1998
after problems arose concerning consis-
tency of sentencing for code violations,
such as cheating or plagiarism. A special
faculty/student committee drafted a revi-
sion which was debated throughout the
fall, and a compromise proposal was ap-
proved in principle at aJanuary faculty
meeting, with details to be cleaned up by
the committee.
The revised Honor Court provides for
faculty review at the beginning and end of
a case through the finding of probable
cause and appeal, and mandates that a
written record of the case disposition will
be maintained so that an Honor Court
common law can be established. Students
will continue to hold every seat of the five-
member court and a faculty member will
serve as a hearing officer . ....-=&
Rusk Center Radio Series
Honored
• The Rusk Center's recent NPR series,
"The Individual in a Global Society," re-
ceived a Silver Gavel Award from the State
Bar of Georgia in April. The series con-
sisted of four one-hour programs explor-
ing global governance, the global economy,
human rights, and a sustainable future.
"The Individual in a Global Society"
was produced by the Dean Rusk Center for
International and Comparative Law, the
American Society ofInternational Law and
WUGA-FM. Complementary documents
were made available on the World Wide
Web. Rusk Center Research Director
Dorinda Dallmeyer a.D.'84) directed the
project, which was underwritten by a grant
from the Ford Foundation.--a
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HIRSCH HALL HIGHLIGHTS
An admissions open house at the law school drew more than 100
prospects to Athens for interaction with faculty, staff, alumni and
students.
Law School Admissions:
Stepping Up Efforts to Enroll
the Best and Brightest at UGA
• The competition for talented Geor-
gians is intensifying: no longer will the
lure oflow tuition, the thrill of an accep-
tance letter or the promise of a scholarship
be sufficient to attract students. With the
continued downturn in the number of
applicants seeking admission to law
schools nationally, the University of Geor-
gia School of Law is stepping up its efforts
to ensure talented Georgians and other
accepted applicants become Bulldogs.
The law school has received assistance
recruiting accepted applicants this year
from many alumni, faculty and current
students. Kiz Adams O.D.'89) was hired by
the law school to spearhead the effort,
which emphasizes involvement and per-
sonal attention by alumni. B.]. Bernstein
O.D.'87), chair of the Younger Law Alumni
Committee (YLAC), and Joel Wooten
O.D.'75), who chairs a special admissions
committee for the Law School Association
Council, have been instrumental. They
have connected newly admitted students
with alumni who share their practice inter-
ests, hail from the same hometowns,
graduated from the same undergraduate
institutions or have other commonalities.
The effort appears to be paying off,
although the precise impact won't be real-
ized until students register for class in Au-
gust. Adams shares one of many success
stories: "B.]. Bernstein asked Neal Quirk
O.D.'87) to talk with a newly admitted stu-
dent, a Georgia Tech graduate, who was
interested in banking and business law.
Neal talked with the student, took him to
lunch, and even had the student ride to
Athens with him and visit the law school
while he was at a hearing. A current first-
year law student, who also graduated from
Georgia Tech with the same major, took
the new student on a tour of the building.
Until that day, the student was trying to
decide between Vanderbilt and Georgia. A
day or two after the visit to Athens, the
student committed to Georgia."
The law school also hosted an open
house for admitted students on March 27.
Although initially expecting 50 to 60 stu-
dents, Admissions Di-
rector Giles Kennedy
says twice that many
came - 120 admitted
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of the Younger Law
Alumni Committee
(YLAC). The previous
day, the Student Bar
Association invited admitted students to
sit in on classes.
The Law School Association Council
also targeted more funds for scholarship
dollars and on April 8, the Atlanta law
firm of Troutman Sanders hosted a recep-
tion for scholarship recipients.
"Our outstanding alumni are one of
the law school's greatest assets and stron-
gest selling points for the school," said
Adams. "It's important that they are in-
volved in the admissions process." ...-='6
Introductions
Assistant Director of Development
• Callie Waller, for-
merly the assistant
director of annual
giving for the Univer-
sity of Georgia's Of-
fice of Development,
joined the law school
in April as assistant
director of development. Waller will be
responsible for the Law School Fund and
will coordinate efforts such as the annual
phonathon, reunion giving, and the use of
class/firm agents, all of which generate
unrestricted funds for the institution.
Waller earned both her bachelor's de-
gree in business administration and
master's in education from UGA. She had
worked with the UGA Foundation since
1995.~
Outstanding International Visitors
• Four renowned international law ex-
perts taught segments of the International
Law II course this spring semester as Visit-
ing Woodruff Professors. Each guest pre-
sented 10 hours of lectures to students,
thus exposing students to a wide variety of
expertIse.
Ton Zuijdwijk, the senior counsel of
the trade law division of Canada's Depart-
ment of Foreign Affairs and International
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Trade, lecrured on international human
rights law; Professot Christine Chinkin of
the London School of Economics and Po-
litical Science addressed human rights law
and the rights of women; Robert
Rosenstock, minister counselor of the
United States Mission to the United Na-
tions in New York, lectured on interna-
tional organizations - the U.N. system;
and Professor Yogesh Tyagi of the Na-
tional Jawaharlal Nehru University in New
Delhi, India, lectured on the law of the sea.
The course was coordinated by Associate
Dean and Kirbo Professor Gabriel Wilner.
..•....•~
Visiting Professor
• Roberta Harding, associate professor at
the University of Kentucky College of Law,
taught Remedies and Capital Punishment
this spring semester




tration from the Uni-
versity of San
Francisco and her law
degree from Harvard . ...=~
Enhancing Opportunities for
Students Through the Carter
Chair
• Filling a faculty chair always yields
dividends for students - they gain by
learning from someone at the top of the
field - but with the Carter Chair, there are
added perks.
/
When Perry Sentell (LL.B.'58), the law
school's senior professor in torts, was
named as the holder of the Marion and W.
Colquitt Carter Chair in Torts and Insur-
ance Law in 1994, he took the initiative of
proposing an innovative clerkship with the
Carter & Ansley law firm, to link more
closely the chair and the firm where the
late Mr. Carter was a senior partner.
The law firm management liked the
idea and each year since that time, one of
Professor Sentell's top torts students -
based on grades from the fall semester
exam - has clerked for Carter & Ansley
following the first year oflaw schoo!. The
program is not designed as a conduit to a
permanent job, but simply as a hands-on
learning experience.
"The clerkship just has to make the
second year more meaningful," said
Sentel!' "To be associated with someone
who is really doing this, to watch what
they do around the office day-by-day, to go
to court and watch them try cases, to do
some research and find out what we talk
about in class really does translate into
something lawyers actually use - those are
just eye-opening experiences for a student
at the end of the first year oflaw schoo!."
Sentell praises Carter & Ansley for its
dedication to the program: "This is not a
recruiting program for the benefit of the
firm. All it represents is an expenditure of
time and money on their part. The only
beneficiaries are the students, and it's re-
markable that the firm has been so enthu-
siastic." ~
The Carter &Ansley law firm celebrated the fifth anniversary of the summer clerkships this fall at
Rock Spring Farm, the Chatsworth retreat home owned by the Carters' daughter, Mary Bland. Mrs.
Bland (at right) is shown with (from right) Professor Sentell (LL.E. '58) and his wift,jeanette, and
justice Norman Fletcher (J.D. '58) and his wift, Dot. Sentell and the five clerks - Chris Moyen
(J.D. '96), Tift Hubbard Shepherd (J.D. '97), Kelly Casey (J.D. '98),jason King (3L), and Amanda
Woodall (2L) were honored guests. First-year student Jennifer Auer will clerk for Carter &Ansley
this summer.
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JUSTICEIN \~ CMLAcnON": LAw DAY"
LEFf: Family Day invites family members offirst-year
law students to visit the school- observe torts classes,
tour the facilities and take part in the Law Day activities.
The case spawned a national best-seller and a box office smash star-ring John Travolta. The next logical
step: Law Day at the University of Georgia.
All kidding aside, the Massachusetts
toxic torts case made famous in Jonathan
Harr's A Civil Action stimulated a compel-
ling Law Day ptogram on March 19, serv-
ing as a springboard for consideration of
broader issues regarding civil litigation
and the pursuit of justice.
Attorney Jan Schlichtmann gained no-
toriety in 1986 for his representation of
eight Woburn, Massachusetts families
whose children died of leukemia.
Schlichtmann sued two local industries,
subsidiaries of Fortune 500 companies, for
contamination of the Woburn City water
supply, seeking to prove that the pollution
of two wells led to the deaths and illnesses
of the children. Schlichtmann himself was
on hand for the day's activities: he pro-
moted alternative dispute resolution in a
morning forum and provided analysis -
along with defense attorney Ben Weinberg
a.D.'52) of the Atlanta law firm of Long,
Weinberg, Ansley and Wheeler - during an
afternoon trial re-enactment staged by the
law school's advocacy students. A pictorial
summary of the combined Law Day/Fam-
ily Day activities follows.
BELOW: Sitting in on their son james' torts class, taught
by Hosch Professor Michael Wells, was the highlight of the
day]Or Carl and Pat Carlson. "We wanted to walk a
mile in his moccasins. Then we can have a meaningful
conversation about the law school experience," said Mr.
Carlson. jack Culler
agreed: "It gave us a lot of
insight into what our
daughter, jenny, does. I'm
impressed with the
professor himself He
seemed to be in control of
arguments presented and
the twists and turns going
on.))
RIGHT:The Law School Association
Council met in the morning and
considered the Law School Fund budget
and initiatives in admissions and career
services. (LSA President Robert
Goldsmith's letter appears on page 20.)
On dispute resolution:
"The truth comes to us when
we share experience. When we
share experience, we create
soil in which life takes root ....
You must have an honest
relationship with yourself and
an honest one with your
clients, and then you must go
and encourage honesty in
others by dealing in an open
and honest way, and it's not
easy, but it works. "
-fan Schlichtmann
On the Woburn litigation:
"1dug and dug like no one had








bottomless! ... 1made a lot of
mistakes. The mistakes 1made





"He [John Travolta] made a
helluva lot more money
playing me than 1ever made
playing me!"
-fan Schlichtmann
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l
BELOW: "Your honor, this witness is not telling the truth, and I demand the truth!" stormed third-
year law student Mike McCleary, who portrayed Schlichtmann in the afternoon trial re-enactment.
The re-enactment consisted of three vignettes: the hearing of a Rule 11 motion by the companies to
dismiss the charges; the testimony of a hostile witness accused of dumping chemicals; and the expert
testimony of a geophysicist. Schlichtmann said he broke out in a cold sweat watching the students'
performance, condensed from trial transcripts and directed by 3L Marcy Gonzalez.
& FAMILYDAy'99
RIGHT: A "resolution by
exhaustion" was reached in the
Woburn case, Schlichtmann
confided in the morning program on
alternative dispute resolution, led
by Civil Clinic Director Alex Scherr.
The contentious, protracted
litigation bankrupted Schlichtmann
and dissolved his firm. "There was
conflict and there was war. We had
great and glorious victories and
terrible defeats. And sacrifices,
always sacrifices .... It changed me
as a person. I decided I wanted to be a lawyer who helps. " Schlichtmann now faces his former
Woburn adversary in a New Jersey trial with strikingly similar facts. This time, however,
Schlichtmann regards his old foe as a "partner": the two sides are engaged in an is-month mediation
process during which time they will "share and figure out some consensus about the past." Attorneys
attending the morning session earned CLE credit in professionalism.
WORTH REPEATING:
LAw DAY EXCERPTS
On the use of expert
witnesses:
((When an expert comes in
who is handsome) speaks with
authority) gets down off the
stand and explains) writes on
the blackboard and draws
charts) and another fellow -
who may be equally
credentialed - sits on the
stand and opines and doesn)t
teach) then I think you )re
gonna have a jury that goes





greatest engine for seeking out
the truth that the law has. ))
- Tom Eaton
((There)s an art to practicing
law. It)s more of an art than a
science. ))
-Ben Weinberg
((It)s all preparation. The
greatest cross examiners in
the world are great preparers
- not great intellects - they
put the time and energy in. ))
-fan Schlichtmann
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WORTH REPEATING:
LAw DAY EXCERPTS
Law Day/Family Day wrapped up with a book-signing reception and the 14th annual
Student Bar Association/Equal Justice Foundation Faculty Auction. (See page 30 for
auction details.)
Hosch Professor Tom Eaton, program moderator, grilled
Schlichtmann after a vignette for asking the question,
"Why?" of a hostile witness. "I have no problem with the
why, " responded Schlichtmann. "What you're really
saying isyou don't want to have a cross-examination in
which you lose control and hand control over to the
witness. What is beingpresented here is the lawyer losing
control ... So I don't think we should get so hung up on
the 'why' so long asyou're prepared for whatever that
answer's going to be." Weinberg countered: "I think you
have a process called discovery, accomplished prior to trial, and you can ask all sorts of'why'
questions, 'why not' questions, who, when where, etc. on discovery, and you don't open yourself up
for that at trial. All that stuffis a precursor to filing a lawsuit if you expect to prevail." Attorneys
attending the afternoon program earned eLE trial credit.
-Schlichtmann settled with one company and lost the case against the other. The companies are now
engaged in a 50:year cleanup of the property costing $70 million. "There was a triumph at the end of
all this," said Schlichtmann, "and it's the greatest one of all because it's one we can all share." Added
Weinberg: "I think the jury system is one of the bulwarks of personal freedom here in the country ....
Most of the time, in most cases, [jurors] fashion a rough-hewn justice that's relatively fair to all
concerned, and it beats any alternative I know about." Eaton's comments brought a fitting
conclusion to the annual celebration of American law and justice: "At the end of the day,
eight families from a working class neighborhood were able to secure the services of an
attorney, a group of attorneys, who laid out a considerable amount of their own
resources, effort and energy, and it enabled them to do battle with two Fortune 500
companies on virtually even grounds .... It was a very expensive process, a very
emotional process and certainly, not a perfect process, but it's a good place to start, and
I'm glad to be a part of it. "
On lawyering ethics:
((Insofar asyour duty to your
client, you have a duty to act
zealously, to proceed zealously,
but that does not mean that








more clearly or more forcefully
than I'm doing right now that
you have a duty to your
profession, you have a duty to
your clients, and you have a
duty to the courts, and you
must beforthright with the
courts. You must respond to the
court's questions with candor,
and if you don't, you're
susceptible to disciplinary
action and rightfully so."
-Ben Weinberg
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LAw DAY AWARD RECIPIENTS
Awards for student academic excellence and leadership were presented during the Law Day luncheon.
Top LEFT: Highest Academic Honors: (front row,
I. to r.) Anna Fretwell and Kelly Casey -Jessie
and Dan MacDougald Memorial Award for the
'98 First Honor Graduate and the Isaac
Meinhard Award for Highest Academic Average
Throughout Law School. (back row, I. to r.) Joe
DeGaetano - West Publishing Company Award
for Outstanding Academic Achievement, Class of2000;Jason King - West
Publishing Award for Outstanding Academic Achievemen~ Class of '99;
Elizabeth Weeks - Law School Association Award for Highest Academic
Average, Class of '99. Not pictured: K.R Blackwell, Samuel Heywood - West
Publishing Awards for Outstanding Academic Achievemen~ Classes of '99
and 2000, respectively.
Top RIGHT: (I. to r.) Monica Stucky - Law School Association Award for
Greatest Improvement in Academic Standing, First to Second Year; Katy
Lewis - National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Woman Law
Student Award; Eric Fisher - Law School Association Award for Greatest
Improvement in Academic Standing, Second to Third Year; Anna Watkins-
Georgia Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Woman Law Student
Award. (Not pictured: Amy Burton - Georgia Association of Women Lawyers
Outstanding Woman Law Student Award)
BOTTOM LEFT: (front row, I. to r.) Kristina Carman - Donald P. Gilmore, Jr.
Memorial Award for Excellence in Labor Law; Anna Fretwell- Verner F.
Chaffin Award for Fiduciary Law, Spring '98; Donna Gilluly -American
Bankruptcy Law Journal Award; Candice
Decaire - State Bar of Georgia Section Award for
Excellence in Labor Law. (middle row, I. to r.)
Holly Cox - Verner F. Chaffin Award for
Excellence in Fiduciary Law, Fall '98; Stacy
Williams -Attorney's Title Guaranty Fund
Award for Excellence in Real Estate Law;
Jenniftr Solari - Law School Association Award for Highest Academic Average,
Class of2000. (back row, I. to r.) Adam Caveney, Eugene Luciani - State Bar of
Georgia Section Award for Excellence in Employment Law, Fall '98 and
Spring '98, respectively; Sean Reynolds - Georgia Federal Tax Award for
Excellence in Tax Law. (Not pictured: Adrienne Howard - Georgia Municipal
Association Award for Excellence in Municipal Corporation Law)
BOTTOM RIGHT: Second-Year Recipients of Awards for Outstanding First-Year
Academic Performance: (front row, I. to r.) Adrienne DerVartanian - Torts
and the Class of1933 Torts Award; Holly Cox - Prope11:y;Jenniftr Solari - Civil
Procedure and Property. (middle row, I. to r.) Lisa Harlander - Torts and the
Class of 1933 Torts Award; Elizabeth Mustard - Contracts and Sales. (back
row, I. to r.) James Trotter - Civil Procedure and Property; Russell Nelson -
Contracts and Sales;Joe DeGaetano - Civil Procedure, Torts and the Class of
1933 Torts Award. (Not pictured: Kim Van Bussum - Contracts and Sales)
MIDDLE: First-Year Recipients of Awards for Outstanding Academic
Performance in Criminal Law: Matthew Pulliam, Cassandra Haury and





AND THE ETHICS OF
DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
Editor's Note: Assistant Professor Alex Scherr,
who directs the law school's civil clinics, moder-
ated a Law Day forum with fan Schlichtmann
on dispute resolution and mediation. Scherr
examines in this article how




arrived with a message
of personal redemption:
big litigation does not
satisfy; collaborative nego-
tiation does. The message
has deep roots. Litigators
have always sought to settle cases, while
many lawyers make thriving practices of
planning transactions to avoid litigation.
Lawyers have also played special roles in
resolving public disputes and shaping
public opportunities. For lawyers, the no-
tion that 'dispute resolution' is 'alterna-
tive' gives way to a more accurate view of
them as traditional problem-solvers in
practice and community life.
Still, no book has popularized the dan-
gers of big litigation quite like Jonathan
Harr's A Civil Action, and law schools have
taken notice. The New York Times reports
that over 50 law schools require it, many in
first-year Civil Procedure. (American
University's law school focuses an entire
course on the book, using case documents
and strategy to strengthen students' grasp
of civil litigation.) In UGA's Civil
Externships, the book serves as a foil for
appraising la\\yering talents such as client
relations, investigation and research, merit
appraisal, counseling, negotiation, and
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case planning and management. Students
also explore the ethical and moral dimen-
sions of the book, considering the cross-
currents of altruism and greed, sacrifice
and ambition, that flow through the prin-
cipal actors. Many clinic students view
Schlichtmann's conversion skeptically:
how, they ask, can we reconcile the hard-
edged litigator of the book with the col-
laborative negotiator of Law Day?
Whatever the depth of his conversion,
his reliance on negotiation rides the crest
of a decades-old wave on
professionalized dispute
resolution. From sources
in labor arbitration, di-
vorce mediation and com-
munity organizing, the
dispute resolution move-
ment has flowed into the
legal academy. The law
school's classes in Inter-
viewing, Counseling and
Negotiation and in Dispute Resolution
address both the theory and the practice of
resolving disputes non-judicially. The Ar-
bitration Seminar (for labor) and Environ-
mental Dispute Resolution classes
appraise similar concepts in substantive
context. Civil Externships occur in transac-
tional and planning practices, the Public
Interest Practicum explores informal non-
legal advocacy, while the Etowah River
Practicum gives students hands-on experi-
ence in collaborative river management.
Finally, a new stress on transactional prac-
tice in commercial law has surfaced,
marked this past winter by a mini-course
on value creation in negotiation.
Schlichtmann's conversion poses basic
questions: are litigations always (or never)
wise? do negotiations satisfy the law's task
of setting norms? should people use courts
or private persuasion to address differ-
ences? how do a lawyer's motives affect the
choice of tools? The answers can deter-
mine the wisdom of advice and the dura-
bility of solutions. In focusing these con-
cerns through traditional analysis and in
clinical experience, the law school prepares
students for a wide understanding of how







A growing number of cities across the
nation are taking aim at the firearms in;
dustry for gun violence in their
,communities, and in February, a panel of
UGAlaw and economics professors put the
lawsuits sguarely in th~r sights.
Patficipants included Dean David
Shiplehin?derator), Hosch Professor Tom
Eaton, Assistant Professor David Mustard
and Assistant Professor Richard Nagareda.
"The question is whether it's acceptable to
use tort litigation to accomplish social
objectives which haven't otherwise been
attainable through political will," said
Eaton. Nagareda,w~~?pecializes in mass
torts, focuses on the q~e~tion in the adja-
1.cent interview.
l' The Federalist Society organized a
~ similar roundtable discussion addressing
f
school choice and the Wisconsin voucher
plan in March. Hosch Professor Dan
Coenen and Assistant Professor Randy
Beck participated, with Associate Profes-





(An interview with Assistant Professor Richard
Nagareda) who specializes in mass torts)
Advocate: Atlanta is just one of a growing
number of cities filing suit against the gun
industry in an attempt to recover costs for
medical and law enforcement expenses
related to gun violence. You've called this a
"back door" to democracy. Why?
Nagareda: Society as a whole needs to de-
cide what it wants to do with respect to
the control of handguns. That is a decision
that I think, quite rightly, should be made
by the democratic process. The city law-
suits channel these complex issues about
firearms and violence into a context in
which there's not a lot of democratic ac-
countability. The litigation process can go
on largely independent of the political
process.
Advocate: Will the Georgia law signed by
Governor Barnes banning such litigation
block Atlanta's effort?
Nagareda: The matter will probably be liti-
gated, but ultimately, I think it is likely
that the legislation will be upheld. The
general notion is that cities are political
creations of the state government. Unless
there is something special in the charter of
the city of Atlanta, the state is perfectly
free to prevent the city from suing. The
legislature isn't saying that these suits are
forbidden entirely. It's saying that if they
are brought, they should be brought by the
state and not by subdivisions of the state.
Advocate: Even if the suit filed by Atlanta
does not proceed, those brought by cities
in other states might. Could they succeed?
Nagareda: Well, that's hard to evaluate, of
course, at the very early stages of the pro-
cess, but we do have at least one indica-
tion. There was a lawsuit that recently
produced a verdict in federal district court
in Brooklyn, New York, in which the jury
accepted the notion that there was at least
some degree oflegal responsibility on the
part of the gun industry. The verdict was
not especially lucrative in terms of the dol-
lar amounts involved, but it does mark a
step beyond what we had seen before -
that is, we have a jury that is prepared to
accept the notion that the firearms indus-
try bears some degree of responsibility
when guns end up in the hands of crimi-
nals and are used for criminal activity that
harms people. That may well lead the in-
dustry at some point, if there are more
verdicts like this, to think about reaching
some sort of comprehensive settlement.
Advocate: Is a settlement
the true agenda of this
litigation?
Nagareda: That's clearly
the agenda. I don't be-
lieve that the cities actu-
ally want to try all of
these cases. The strategy
is to bring to bear
enough pressure from
enough cities such that
the risks to the industry will be so high
that industry officials will simply cave.
That's exactly the strategy that the cities
are pursuing, and they're encouraged that
state attorneys general in the tobacco liti-
gation were able to achieve a multi-billion
dollar settlement without ever actually
taking any of those state lawsuits against
tobacco to a verdict.
Advocate: Does the firearms litigation con-
tinue a descent along a slippery slope?
Nagareda: People worry about whether this
trend means that beer manufacturers are
potentially responsible for the treatment
of people who become ill because of alco-
hol. Will this extend to the fast food in-
dustry or any number of industries that
produce an ostensibly legal product that
carries some health risk? I think that we're
not looking at a situation where there's
going to be an avalanche of similar suits,
but a situation in which these sorts of
strategies are going to be deployed against
politically disfavored industries. How will
the government select which lawsuits of
this nature to bring? Well, they're going to
do it on the grounds of what industries
will be seen as unpopular by juries.
Advocate: Which brings us back to your
first point: it's a backdoor to the demo-
crane process.
Nagareda: What's going on here is regula-
tion by means of litigation. If we're going
to decide to undertake regulation of a par-
ticular industry, I think there need to be
more democratic
checks. The federal gov-
ernment litigates all
sorts of matters that
raise questions of pub-
lic policy, but they have
to do it within a budget
that is enacted by Con-
gress. The problem with
a lot of these govern-
ment lawsuits is that
many of them are done on a contingency
fee basis. That's very problematic because
that is an end-run around the budgetary
process that can make an informed deci-
sion about whether certain sorts oflitiga-
tion ought to be brought. Another point:
the private attorneys retained in these law-
suits are not only major players in world of
litigation, they're major players in the
world of politics. The plaintiffs' bar is put-
ting itself in a situation where they can
fund candidates who will then be elected
and be in a position to retain them to
bring these lawsuits. People describe this
as 'Pay to Play', and there is a big risk of
that problem developing because of this
sort of symbiotic relationship between the




Lawyer & Adjunct Professor
• Laurie Fowler 0.D.'83), an adjunct pro-
fessor at the UGA School of Law and direc-
tor of public service and outreach at the
School of Ecology, has been named the
first recipient of the Georgia Environmen-
tal Organization's Eugene Odum Award,
named for the famous UGA ecologist. Stu-
dents in the Equal Justice Foundation also
selected Fowler to receive their second an-
nual EJF Award for Outstanding Public
Interest Attorney.
Fowler teaches a practicum course,
open to law and ecology students, which
works to safeguard the biologically diverse
but endangered Etowah River watershed in
northwest Georgia. Last spring, her stu-
dents drafted legislation, passed into law
by state legislators, allowing landowners to
use transferable development rights to
protect agricultural land. They also wrote
a conservation subdivision ordinance for
Cherokee County. (Read more in the experi-
entiallearning article on pages 22-26.)
Fowler directed the Legal Environmen-
tal Assistance Foundation from 1983 to
1990 and founded the Georgia Environ-
mental Policy Institute in 1993 ...•.•••~.
Laurie Fowler (left) leads a discussion with a
group of students.
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In Praise of Poetry
• Have dinner at the home of Assistant
Professor Alex Scherr, who directs the law
school's civil clinics, and chances are the
after-dinner conversation might turn to
poetry - in particular, Scherr's favorite,
"At the Fishhouses" by Elizabeth Bishop.
In fact, Scherr is such a fan of the
poem that he entered it in the national
Favorite Poems Project. He was thrilled to
learn in Jan uary that he had been selected
by the poet laureate of the United States,
Robert Pinsky, to record his entry for the
Library of Congress.
" ... the language and movement of the
poem is quiet and powerful, combining
her deceptively natural and easy language,
precision of insight and mastery of tone to
create an artifact both personal and uni-
versal," Scherr wrote Pinsky in his initial
submission.
The Favorite Poems Project consists of
an audio and video archive of 1,000 Ameri-
cans reading poems, and is designed both
to enhance appreciation of poetry and to
provide a "snapshot of the American
people, through the lens of poetry, at the




• Law and history professor Ed Larson,
whose book on the Scopes trial won the
1998 Pulitzer Prize for history, was re-
cently named to the Richard B. Russell
Chair in History by the University of Geor-
gia. Larson received in May the National
Civil Liberties Award, presented by the
Georgia ACLU in recognition of his book's
success in educating the public on First
Amendment issues; the award is given an-
nually to a Georgian whose work makes a
national impact upon the furtherance of
civil liberties. Larson also gave the presti-
gious Elson Lecture at the Atlanta History
Center in February. An overflow crowd
attended the lecture, and Larson's remarks
were later broadcast on C-SPAN. ~.
Professor Ed Larson.was asked by an
audience member at the Atlanta His-
tory Center: "If the Scopes trial were
held today, who would be the attor-
neys and what would be the
outcome?" Without missing a beat,"
he replied, "I can't answer that ....
That's why I'm a historian. I deal with
th e past."
PROGRAMS
graduate degrees from the University of
Pennsylvania, a master's degree from Cam-
bridge, and a law degree from Yale. ~
The SibleyLecture Series, established
in 1964 by the Charles Loridans Foun-
dation ofAtlama, is designed to attract
Joutstanding legal scholars of national
prominence to the law school. It honors
the late John A.Sibley, a 1911 law school
graduate who served for many years as
chair of the board of the Trust Company
of Georgia.
"The basic workings of
the Internet are open to
anyone, JJ explained
Harvard law professor
Lawrence Lessig in the
88th Sibley Lecture.
"Better code is the
promise of the open
source software
movement. JJ
Dorner traced the constitution-making
process from Israel's Declaration ofIndepen-
dence in 1948 to the recent elevation of the
Basic Laws to the normative level of a formal
constitution in the case of Bank Mizrachi,
focusing particularly on constitutionally
entrenched human rights.
"In reality, the principles of the bill of
rights contained in the Declaration ofInde-
pendence were not granted constitutional
status, and the recognition of human rights
- ofliberty, equality, freedom of expression
and occupation, freedom of conscience and
religion - as fundamental norms ofIsraeli
law was a creation of the Supreme Court,"
said Dorner.
Dorner has delivered Supreme Court
opinions recognizing the right of women to
serve as pilots in the Israel Defense Forces
and the right of homosexuals to equal treat-
ment. She sat as a member of the panel that
presided over the Nachmani case, in which
she wrote that the mother's right to mother-
hood overrode her husband's right not to be
a father. Her published works include Affir-
mative Action and Women's Equality and The
Influence of Basic Law: Human Dignity and Lib-
erty on the Law of Arrest.
Dorner earned a law degree from Hebrew
University in Jerusalem in 1956. In the 1960s
and '70s, she served as an attorney and judge
in Israel's military courts. She was appointed
a judge of the District Court of Be'er Sheva
(the appellate level of the Israeli judiciary) in
1979 and served there until 1984, when she
was appointed a judge of the District Court
ofJerusalem. In April 1994, she assumed her
current position as a permanent justice of
the Supreme Court of/srael.
"History proves ... that the realization of
a true democracy, as opposed to a formal
democracy, requires the support and
completion of the constitution by additional
values," Domer said, "among them the obli-
gation to treat all individuals equally, and to
take responsibility for the fate of another."
--&
Justice Dalia Dorner of
the Supreme Court of






Does Israel Have a
Constitution?: The 89th Sibley
Lecture
• "Americans take a formal and binding
constitution for granted," said Justice Dalia
Dorner of the Supreme Court ofIsrael, who
delivered in April the law school's 89th
Sibley Lecture. "Until recently, however, Is-
rael has had no such constitutional docu-
ment."
Anarchy for the Common
Good: the 88th Sibley Lecture
• "Barn-raising built the Net," said
cyberspace law expert Lawrence Lessig of
Harvard, and it's not a place where one king
reigns, but where lots of consumers have
universal standing and dictate through the
free, rapid exchange of ideas.
"The core remains in the public domain
for people to take and improve," Lessig said.
"You can improve it without the authority of
anyone to do so."
To illustrate his point, he cited the ex-
ample of Fermat's Theorem, a mathematical
statement that had defied proof for 350
years until a professor posted his flawed so-
lution on the Internet and the public ma-
nipulated the equation. Within a year, group
effort had fixed the problem.
"This is basic science," said Lessig, "the
production of ideas that are then put in the
commons for others to take up and improve
upon .... The design of the Net then, is the
product of these bottom-up choices .... [this]
decentralized, bottom-up method of evolu-
tion."
Lessig analyzed Internet governance and
the open source software movement in the
88th Sibley Lecture, presented at the School
of Law in February. The Harvard law profes-
sor has written extensively on the law of
cyberspace and served for a while as special
master - a sort of "assistant judge" - in the
government's case against Microsoft. He has
been called, as Assistant Professor Randy
Beck pointed out in his introduction, "one
of the best people in his generation."
Lessig, the Jack N. & Lillian R. Berkman
Professor for Entrepreneurial Studies, joined
the Harvard law faculty in 1997 after serving
six years as a faculty member at the Univer-
sity of Chicago Law School. He served as
judicial clerk to Justice Antonin Scalia of the
United States Supreme Court and Judge
Richard Posner of the United States 7th Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals. Lessig earned under-
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REFLECTIONS ON LAw SCHOOL AND THE
GEORGIA GOVERNOR ROY BARNES
BORN:March 11, 1948; Atlanta, Georgia.
EDUCATION:A.B.in history, 1969;].0., 1972; University of Georgia.
PROFESSIONALCAREER:Prosecutor, Cobb County District Attorney's
Office: two years; private law practice: Barnes, Browning, Tanksley
& Casurella, 1975-98.
PUBLICSERVICECAREER:Georgia Senate, 1975-91: chairman of Senate
Judiciary Committee, 1981-82 and Administration Floor Leader,
1983-89; Georgia House, 1993-98: vice-chairman of HouseJudiciary
Committee, 1993-98.
FAMILY:Married to Marie Dobbs Barnes, also a Cobb County native;
three children: Harlan, Allison (a rising third-year law student at
UGA)and Alyssa.
On January 11) Roy Eugene Barnes(J.D. '72) was sworn in as Georgia's80th governor, the first lawyer to lead
the state since the election of George Busbee
(LL.B. '52) in 1974. Barnes is the 10th UGA law
graduate to hold the office. Following the legisla-
tive session) this "Double Dawg" sat down for an
interview with Georgia Advocate editor Kathy
Pharr and Georgia Magazine editor Kent
Hannon.
Q: Was it a foregone conclusion grow-
ing up that you would attend the Uni-
versity of Georgia?
A: I never knew you went anywhere else. I
was the first one in my family to go to col-
lege, so I just assumed when I was in high
school that if you went to college, you
went to the University of Georgia. That
was the only place I applied. In fact, I'll tell
you how parochial I was - I had never
been to Athens before I went to school
there, and I'd lived right here all these
years - I was born and raised in Georgia in
Cobb County, but I'd never been there. So
it was just a foregone conclusion that
when I went to college, that would be
where I went. Law school was basically the
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same way. I was a history major and
Phinizy Spalding, who was a great influ-
ence on me, was my advisor. I got so very
interested in history that I did give some
fleeting thought to going to graduate
school in history. Phinizy gave me the one
best piece of advice I ever received. He said,
"You can always come back and go to
graduate school. You go to law school."
Q: You actually finished school early,
didn't you?
A: I finished undergraduate school in
three years by going in the summers, and I
finished law school early, too, by going in
the summers. I don't know why I did that
- I was just impatient at the time. I fin-
ished my coursework for law school in the
early part of 1972; I had an extra quarter
or maybe two quarters that I was not in
law school, and I worked for the Institute
of Government. The
office used to be beside
the Arch, and I could
look out my office win-
dow and see it right
there.
Q: Was law school a good experience
for you?
A: Great experience! Best experience I
ever had. I loved law school. I dreaded
when I left. I really found my niche and my
interests when I went to law school.
Q: What kind of student were you?
A: I was a good student. Had a hard time
getting in. Now this is an interesting thing
- I don't take standardized tests well, even
though I've always done well in my studies.
You didn't have prep courses for LSATs
and everything. I had applied to Georgia,
and I had been admitted to Emory, but
Georgia was very reluctant about me get-
ting in. In fact, I was admitted as a proba-
tionary student - back in those years, they
would admit you like that - and I finished
in the top 10 percent of the class. I gradu-
ated cum laude from law school.
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PROFESSION: AN INTERVIEW WITH
Q: Was there any "I'll show you" atti-
tude in that success?
A: Oh, I'm sure there was. I'm a pretty
detetmined and competitive person. I did
some stupid things during my 'Populist'
strain, I guess it comes out every once in a
while now. One of the things: I was invited
to tryout for the Law Review, and I refused
to do it; that was during one of my Popu-
list strains, I didn't think there should be
any differences. And that was a mistake.
Q: You served as president of your
second-year class and then as Student
Bar Association president. Was the SBA
active then?
A: It was very active at the time - in every-
thing, you name it. We had a corporations
professor who had been general counsel of
Chrysler - he was a great lawyer, he was a
lousy teacher - and I was in his class, and
it was just terrible. I mean he couldn't
teach. I remember we petitioned, and I
went as president of the Student Bar to the
faculty meeting to say that nobody should
get a grade, that it should be pass/fail with
this fellow. Dean Cowen did not agree with
us, but the faculty finally ended up agree-
ing with us and we got pass/fails for that
course.
Q: Any particular faculty members
stand out in law school?
A: Oh, yeah, Perry Sentell. You can't be one
of Perry's kids and not have an overpower-
ing memory of him. I had him three times
for Torts, Legislation, and Municipal Cor-
porations. My daughter Allison had him
for Torts and she's got him for Municipal
Corporations right now at the law school.
Perry is always going to be your most vivid
memory. Ron Ellington was my Georgia
Practice and Procedure teacher and was
very memorable. Ralph Beaird taught me
Constitutional Law and later became dean.
I never had Dean Rusk, but he was so very
kind to us. He had Marie and me over for
dinner a time or two. I liked Rusk. He was
just full of history and tradition and
knowledge. Anyway, Rusk tried to get me
to take International Law, which he was
just really cranking up at Georgia at the
time. I said, "Look, Mr. Rusk, the only in-
ternationallaw I'm going to have is be-
tween Marietta and Dallas, Georgia." He
remembered that story, so several years
later, I had a case where a fellow had his
hand substantially cut off in a machine
that had been manufactured in China. I
was trying to find out if I could sue the
private company where it was manufac-
tured. I could not get any information. I
called Rusk. He said, "You're not going to
be able to get to these folks. They're pretty
well insulated," and he was right. But
when he called me to give me the informa-
tion, he told me, "I thought you were never
going to have any international law prac-
tice." He remembered that all those years!
Q: Didn't you cut your teeth as a litiga-
tor in the law school's clinical programs?
A: There were two things that I partici-
pated in that really whetted my appetite
for litigation and the practice oflaw: one
was Legal Aid, and the other was a prison-
ers' representation project [Prisoner Legal
Counseling Project (PLCP)]. In fact, it got
to where I was spending more time there
than at the law school. And it was the be-
ginning of the interest I had in litigation.
UGA LAW GRADUATES SERVING AS
GEORGIA GOVERNOR ~
}~
William Yates Atkinson (class of 1877), 1894-98
Thomas William Hardwick (class of 1893),1921-23
Richard Brevard RussellJr. (class ofI918), 1931-32
Eugene Talmadge (class of 1907), 1933-37 and 1941-43
Ellis Gibbs Arnall (class ofI931), 1943-47
Herman Eugene Talmadge (class of 1936),1948-55
Samuel Ernest Vandiver Jr. (class of 1942), 1959-63
Carl Edward Sanders (class of 1948),1963-67
George Dekle Busbee (class of 1952),1975-83
Roy Eugene Barnes (class of 1972), 1999-
For a more comprehensive list ofUGA law graduates serving in public office, see Appendix E in Gwen Y.
Wood's A Unique and Fortuitous Combination: An Administrative History of the University











Governor Barnes met his wife Marie on a blind
date when she transferred to the University of
Georgia. The two married the summer after his
first year oflaw schoo/.
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BRAGGING RIGHTS
This marks the first time in Georgia history that graduates of the University of Georgia
School of Law have led all three branches of state government - judicial, legislative and
executive - contemporaneously. "It does not surprise me at all," said Governor Barnes.
(From right) Speaker Tom Murphy (LL.B.'49)of Bremen has held his post for a quarter of
a century, longer than any other statehouse speaker in the nation. Chief Justice Robert
Benham a.D.'70) of Cartersville, a schoolmate of Governor Barnes', became the first Afri-
can-American justice of the Georgia Supreme Court upon his appointment in 1989.
Lieutenant Governor Mark Taylor a.D.'82) of Albany began his public service career in
1987when he was elected to the Georgia Senate. Governor Roy Barnes a.D.'72) of Mableton
served eight terms in the Georgia Senate and three terms in the Georgia House before his
election to governor. Other law alumni currently serving state leadership roles are House
Majority Leader Larry Walker of Perry a.D.'6S) and Board of Regents Chair EdJenkins of
Jasper (LL.B.'S9).
Q: Was the work at Legal Aid and PLCP
exciting for you?
A: Let me tell you something - and this is
true, I don't care if you've been a trial law-
yer for one year or 30 - unless your heart
skips a beat when you walk into a court-
room to strike a jury and start a case, then
you shouldn't be in this line of work. Of
course, it was exciting. It was what lawyers
really do - they actually go to court to
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defend real people instead of some name-
less entity.
Q: Do you appreciate why some people
misunderstand the purpose in having
UGA law students defend hardened
criminals?
A: Yes, there is a misconception. But this
system, in order to work, has to have com-
petent lawyers on both sides. It's not only
a question of whether you should do it, in
my view it's required as part of the duty
that you owe not only to your profession
but to society. Our system is only as good
as our willingness to take the distasteful
parts of it and protect them. Someone
who's committed a crime must be afforded
an adequate defense. Someone may take
an unpopular opinion - that we may per-
sonally disagree with - but under our sys-
tem oflaw that is a protected activity. This
is what distinguishes us from the rest of the
world - that protection of individualism.
Q: You have never been reluctant to de-
fend the legal profession when it is criti-
cized. Will you continue to speak out
now that you occupy the governor's of-
fice?
A: Let me tell you this: no lawyer who loves
his profession should allow it to go at-
tacked unchallenged. And just because I
am governor, neither will I allow this pro-
fession to go attacked unchallenged. This
system of law that we have is the basic
thing that keeps us free. Governors and
legislators come and go, but it is the sys-
tem oflaw, the adherence to the right of
fair play and an outlet for the resolution of
disputes, that keeps us free. It is the lubri-
cant on the wheels of democracy.
Q: As the cover photograph of our
magazine illustrates, all three branches
of state government, for the first time in
history, are contemporaneously led by
UGA law alumni. What kind of state-
ment does this make about the Univer-
sity of Georgia School of Law?
A: Well there's no question about the in-
fluence of the law school. When I was in
the legislature, one of the things I looked
forward to was a lunch every year with
folks from the law school. Those graduates
in the General Assembly have such an im-
pact on this state. It does not surprise me
.
.J
Barnes, an experienced legislator, knows how to
cope with pressure and diverse interests. He
acquired some of that ability as a law student
training in Georgia's criminal clinics: "You
want to talk about baptism by fire, it was an
immediate baptism by fire. }}
at all that the speaker, the lieutenant gov-
ernor, the chief justice and the governor
are all graduates of this law school. I re-
member one time that I argued a case be-
fore the Supreme Court on the rule
against perpetuities. It meant a lot of
money to my client, and I associated Dr.
Verner Chaffin on the appeal. I got up be-
fore the Supreme Court and made this
argument: "Nobody in this courtroom
including, with all due respect, the justices
of this court, understands completely the
rule against perpetuities. I only know one
person who understands the rule against
perpetuities and that's Dr. Chaffin, and he
says I'm right!" The court laughed, but I
was looking at two or three justices on the
court who had been taught by Dr. Chaffin.
We won the case.
Q: You came to the law school just a few
days after your election for a reception
hosted by the Student Bar Association.
Is the immediacy of that visit indicative
of the devotion you have for your alma
mater?
A: I'm very close to the law school, I always
have been. I've been on the Board of Vis i-
tors, and I was on the Law School Associa-
tion Council. I have a strong loyalty and
friendship toward the law school and, of
course, it's even more so now because my
daughter is there. It's a close relationship
that I treasure.
Q: I know you're proud of Allison being
a second-year student here and doing so
well. Did you influence her decision to
attend?
A: Allison is a good student and a bright
kid. She went to Furman for undergradu-
ate school, and there's a very symbiotic
relationship between Furman and Wake
Forest. She applied to Wake Forest and
was admitted; she applied to Emory, Mer-
cer and Georgia State among others, but
she ended up going to the University of
Georgia because I went there, and that was
her first choice. I always try to allow my
children to make their own decisions, but I
was greatly pleased.
Q: What was the most lasting impres-
sion resulting from your law school ex-
perience?
A: Law school really broadened my hori-
zons. I've often said that law school is the
best liberal arts education there is. It is a
true rounding out. And I guess what the
University of Georgia did for me - for
somebody who had never even been to
Athens or been out of Georgia much as a
kid - was to open horizons that to this
day have not been closed. And that's the
greatest debt that I owe the University.
....-=~e;.
(Excerpt from the inaugural address of
Georgia's 80th Governor, January 11,
1999)
"... But the greatest change in
Georgia is exemplified by two who
share this stage today. Both are the first
in their family to attend college. Both
came to know each other in an inte-
grated University of Georgia. And both
were, and continue to be, friends. One
is white and one is black. One is the
ChiefJustice of the Supreme Court of ~o
Georgia who today administered the \J
oath to the other as the new Governor ~
of this State. -
"This act, which would have been ~
impossible 100years ago, shows Geor-
gia at its best, as a place where neither
race, nor geography will ever divide
US."
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The governor-elect and first lady were still
basking in the warm glow of victory when they
were honored at a law school reception hosted
by the Student Bar Association shortly after the
election. SBA president Michael Sullivan
presented Barnes, who served as SBA president
during his own law school days, with a
touchingframed memento - a signed letter to
him from Sibley Professor Dean Rusk, which
had been found in the SBA files. Barnes also
received a larger-than-life photo of Carter
Professor Perry Sentell. "The image ofZell
Miller the Marine resonates with people) "said Q:
Sullivan. "Well, Roy Barnes can do better than that, a lot better. You see, he and I both went
through a different sort of boot camp under drill sergeant R. Perry Sentell .... We call ourselves Ts:
the few, the proud, the Ts."
Introduction of Govemor-
Elect Roy E. Barnes
~ovennber18,1998
-R. Perry Sentell,fr. (LL.B.'58)
• I have known our honored guest for a
long time. We met one day in the fall, roughly
30 years ago, when he walked into my first
year course in Torts. As I recall it, on the sec-
ond or third day of that course, I called upon
him and asked him several questions about
the materials assigned for that day. We
promptly established two things: I was pre-
pared on those materials, and he was not.
Having made that discovery, I probed as
gently as I could into his heritage, his work
habits and his aspirations in life. He assured
me that he believed he could overcome this
inauspicious beginning of his legal education.
He said he still held high aspirations for his
future success, once he was out of my course.
I came away from that first encounter
with the definite impression that Roy Barnes
may be too liberal for Georgia. Even then, I
feared, he's the type person who, ifhe had the
power, would probably increase all our tax
exemptions.
I was a little late checking into the elec-
tion returns the other evening. As [ turned the
TV on, all the reporters were excited about
"The Body" being ahead. And then almost
immediately, they announced, "The Body" had
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actually won election as governor of Minne-
sota. I could not help but wonder, "Gee,why
would Minnesota elect Roy Barnes governor?"
As I watched those returns, I remembered
a story about the famous English jurist, Sir
Frederick (later Chief Baron) Pollock. It ap-
pears that as a young man, Pollock exhibited
a rather wild nature, and stayed constantly in
some disciplinary difficulty at the boarding
school to which his father had sent him. One
day, the completely exasperated headmaster
of the school, upon meeting the father, ex-
claimed, "Sir, you will live to see that boy
hanged!"
A number of years later, following
Pollock's many outstanding professional ac-
complishments and world-wide fame, the
somewhat older headmaster met Mrs. Pollock
on the street. Congratulating her upon her
son's phenomenal successes, the headmaster
exclaimed: "Oh, I always said that boy would
fill an elevated position!"
Roy, it appears you have been elevated!
But I want to leave you with a somewhat
different perspective on Roy, and a very per-
sonal one. I hope he will forgive me.
Once upon a time - true story - two life-
long best friends came to the University of
Georgia Law School. One was named Roy -
real name - and the other - not the real
name - I shall call Cal. Roy and Cal came
from the same locality, they knew each other's
families, they had done all those boyhood
things together, and they were inseparable.
Now, they were going to be lawyers together.
Roughly mid-way through winter quarter,
as I remember it, a routine dental appoint-
ment revealed a lesion on Cal's tongue, and
the eventual diagnosis was the worst it could
be. We were all completely stunned. In those
days, the law school was smaller than it is
today, and everybody pretty well knew every-
body else.
The doctor's advice to Cal was that he
would never complete his first year, and that
perhaps he should go ahead and withdraw at
that point. But Cal and Roy were adamant -
Cal would finish the first year oflaw school,
and Roy would see to it.
Well, from that point on, everything was
downhill. We all suffered a little each day as
we visibly observed Cal's worsening condition
and what it was taking out of Roy to keep
things going. Finally, it simply became too
much, and I remember the day late in spring
quarter when Roy brought Cal by the office to
say good-bye. The three of us blinked back a
few tears and Cal withdrew. One afternoon,
late that SLImmer,Roy called me to tell me
that Cal's fight had ended.
Over the years, I have often thought of the
loyalty and devotion which I observed Roy
display. I have thought that we should all be
so lucky at some point in our lives as to have
that kind of friend. And the other evening, as
I watched the returns, I could not help but
think how happy Cal would have been.
I am, therefore, and for good reason, ex-
tremely honored to present:
A former student
A warm friend
A graduate of both the University and
the Law School
An outstanding trial lawyer
A highly effective legislator
A great friend to the University of Georgia
The Governor-Elect of the State of Geor-
gia (assuredly an elevated position)





• The largest group yet - 75 people -
attended the January breakfast meeting of
the Law School Association held in con-
junction with the Mid-Year Meeting of the
Georgia State Bar. Nearly 100 alumni en-
joyed a reception the previous evening
hosted at the Atlanta office of the law firm
of Butler, Wooten, Overby, Pearson,
Ftyhofer & Daughtery.
Members of the Law School Associa-
tion Council (LSAC) met at the law firm
before the reception, and a report on their
activity was presented by LSA officers at
the breakfast. The council devoted signifi-
cant discussion to the increased role
alumni could play in admissions recruit-
ing and the dedication of even more pri-
vate funds to scholarships. (For more on the
admissions initiative, see page 4.) The nomina-
tions for next year's LSA officers were also
presented: President - Randy Nuckolls
a·D.'77, Washington, D.c.); President-
Elect - Jim Smith a.D.'Sl, Macon); Trea-
surer - Dana Miles a.D.'SO, Atlanta);
Secretary - Joel Wooten a.D.'75, Colum-
bus); and Immediate Past President - Rob-
ert Goldsmith a.D.'SO, Albany).--a
The Big Apple
• Dean Shipley spent much of the fall
visiting alumni within Georgia; this win-
ter, he headed out-of-state. First stop: New
York City, where he met Law Dawgs during
aJanuary luncheon at The Harvard Club.
Many thanks to Paul DeF. Hicks for host-
ing the event. Paul's mother, Mathilde
Lumpkin Upson, earned her law degree
from UGA in 1926, as a member of the
second class to graduate women . ....-a
RIGHT: (l. to r.) Michael Sharp (J.D. '91),
Alumni Programs Director Jill Birch, Dean
Shipley and Paul DeF. Hicks.
ABOVE: An added attraction at the
alumni reception and breakfast was
the presence of law and history
professor Ed Larson, who
autographed copies of his Pulitzer
Prize-winning book, Summer for
the Gods: The Scopes Trial &
America's Continuing Debate
Over Science & Religion.
Inside the Beltway
• Dean Shipley met with the
largest contingent of our-of-state
alumni - Washington, D.C. attor-
neys - in March. Neatly 40 UGA
graduates and guests gathered at
the conference center of Shaw,
Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge to
hear his remarks. ~.
BELOW: Classmates Randy Nuckolls (J.D. '77)
and Jim Butler (J.D. '77) chat over cocktails
with John Bell (J.D. '72) and George Fryhofer
(J.D. '83).
ABOVE: D.C. alumni want
to rejuvenate the activities
of their local group, and
four alums have stepped
forward to lead the effort:
Brent Fields (J.D. '92),
Pamela Montgomery
(J.D. '81), Maiser Aboneaaj
(J.D.jM.B.A. '97) and Lee








• At this time, many individuals would
believe that the primary challenge facing
our law school is that of technology. Obvi-
ously, we must and will respond to the
needs of an increasingly technologically
sophisticated student body, a profession
which is using technology more and more,
as well as the intricacies of the Y2K di-
lemma. We will also respond to the even
more important task of providing both a
facility that is user-friendly and a c~rricu-
lum that is sensitive to the needs of an
increasingly technical society. However,
there is a much more basic query for our
school: "What are you going to be when
you grow up?" Institutions of higher
learning, like the people who inhabit
them, must also determine their funda-
mental goal and strive increasingly to
achieve it. Our school, in its continuing
effort to balance the dynamics of scholar-
ship, competition, economics, and re-
gionalloyalty, has just completed an
intensive self-study process and is now
engaged, along with other University de-
partments, in a strategic planning process
for the new millennium.
Based on simplistic geography, it
would be easy for me to argue that the
dominant theme governing our existence
should be to produce lawyers who will re-
side in our state and will represent our
citizens. Subjective national rankings,
based upon this premise, could therefore
be trivialized, if not ignored completely. I
personally grew up in South Georgia and
have never contemplated residing in an-
other state. Thus, the logical conclusion, if
regional loyalty is our prime directive, is
that we should do everything within our
power to maximize acceptance of as many
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Georgia residents as possible, even if that
means increasing class size.
But regionalism cannot be the control-
ling factor. We can never sacrifice our aca-
demic standards. The pursuit of academic
excellence must always be our primary
goal. Our school has fought courageously
and consistently to achieve and maintain
its well-deserved reputation as a national
bastion of higher learning. The University
of Georgia has progressed too far on the
journey to national prominence to permit
any regression. Neither increasing the
number of students we accept nor reduc-
ing the statistical requirements in the ap-
plication process is tenable. It is much
easier to roll down a hill than climb it.
I am convinced that our law school can
maintain scholarly integrity, enhance its
national reputation and respond to the
needs of the people of the state of Georgia.
The concepts are not mutually exclusive.
Thus, we must strive harder than ever to
attract the most outstanding undergradu-
ates from every state and every academic
discipline to a law school with a student
body, faculty, administrative staff and fa-
cilities without peer. Our school must be
as enticing and inspirational to graduates
from MIT as it is to potential "double
dawgs."
There are many potential legislators,
jurists and attorneys - like the public-
spirited individuals gracing the front cover
of this magazine - who are looking for a
scholastic catalyst. We must make sure
that their journey to excellence and service
begins in Athens.
Robert D. Goldsmith




Question: Iflwant to make a gift to the
School of Law prior to Y2K, do I have (a)
less than seven months, or (b) less tWanone
month left to send'itin?
• .I If yo~ answered (a), Y2K will be here
sooner than you thin~! The start of the Y2K
fund-raising cycle'at thelaw school begins
on July 1, 1999. Therefore, if you want to
make your gift to the law ;chool before Y2K,
please send your contribution prior to June
3D, 1999.
Have you given to the law school since
July I, 1998? If not, you can help us bring in
Y2Kwith a bang! Please use the card inside
the front cover of the Advocate to retumyour
giftbefo~e June ~O, 1999 (we won't refuse
additional gifts if you have given since July
1 of last year). If you have any questions,
contact Callie Waller or .Charlie Wurst at
(706)542-7639or development<!Pjd.lawsch.uga.edu.
Law school alumni are historically the
most generous graduates ofUGA's schools
and colleges, and another record fund-rais-
ing year would be nice; however, more
important than when or how much you give
is the better opportunity for an excellent le-
gal education you provide our students
because you give.Thank you again for lead-
ing the way at UGA with your support.
Members of the 1998-99 Board of Visitors met in the Governor Carl E. Sanders Boardroom on
March 29, and also had a lunch meeting with student leaders. (front row, l. to r.) Sally Winkler,
Kerry Harike (J.D. '97), Cathy Helms (J.D. '86). (back row, l. to r.) Chair Harold Clarke (J.D. '50),
Marc Calhoun (J.D. '72), Ted Kassinger (J.D. '78), Sam Matchett (J.D. '84), Jimmy Franklin
(LL.B. '64), John Noell (J.D. '65). Not pictured: Chester Davenport (LL.B. '66) and Albert Pickett
(LL.B. '65).
A Message from Board of
Visitors Chair Harold Clarke
• The Board of Visitors of the University
of Georgia School of Law found the 1998-
99 school year to be one with an unusual
level of activity, challenges and opportuni-
ties.
The activity level resulted from both
internal and external forces, and some of it
appeared because of the natural energy
flowing from the coming of a new dean.
The most significant external force
came from the visit of the American Bar
Association's site evaluation team. Most of
the members of the Board of Visitors
joined with a number of other alumni
leaders to meet with the evaluation com-
mittee in Athens. The ABA team demon-
strated its knowledge and perceptiveness
by the questions asked and the comments
made at this gathering. Of equal impor-
tance was the overwhelming outpouring of
devotion for and pride in the law school by
the alumni present. In fact, one of the in-
spectors enthusiastically mentioned the
importance of this kind of alumni atti-
tude.
This is one of the areas where every
single graduate can make a difference. The
law school has made enormous progress in
recent years as an institution which earns
and holds the devotion of its graduates.
Every time one alumnus demonstrates
interest in the law school, the institution
becomes a little better. There is every rea-
son to believe that the increased alumni
interest will expand even more as time
goes on.
In reviewing the impact of internal ac-
tivities and changes, the presence of a new
dean and the development of a strategic
plan must appear at the top of the list.
Dean David Shipley made available to
the Board of Visitors not only a draft of
the strategic plan for the next 10 years, but
also provided access to the leaders in the
effort to devise the plan. The exercise in-
spired a lively discussion which consumed
an entire morning. The work of those in
charge of producing the plan gives every
indication that the final product will lay
out a map to important progress for the
school.
During the time when the Board of
Visitors met with student leaders, one
truth about the school came into focus.
The student leaders have developed a
unique capacity to recognize that even the
most loved institution can have problems
that stand in the way of achieving high
goals. These students made numerous sug-
gestions while in virtual unanimity ex-
pressing approval of the work of the law
school as a whole. They seem to say: we
appreciate and love this place and, because
of this, want it to become the very best.
Their suggestions sent a wholesome mes-
sage of their views of means of reaching
their goal. This showed that constructive
criticism can flow from goodwill in a civil
way. This bodes well for the future of the
law school.
The Board of Visitors feels invigorated
by its experience during the last year. It is
no slight privilege to witness and in some
small way assist in the forward movement
of an outstanding law school.
Harold G. Clarke
Board of Visitors Chair
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LEARNINGBY DOING: HANDS-ONShelley Senterfitt's vision of her
career path was clear when she enrolled
at UGA, and experiential learning op-
portunities have reinforced that
decision. Senterfitt directed the Geor-
gia Commission on Family Violence
prior to law school and served as a law
clerk in the U.S. Department of
Justice's Violence Against Women Of-
fice last summer through an EJF
fellowship. During that time, she re-
searched and drafted legal memoranda
on civil rights remedies available to vic-
tims of gender-motivated violence.
"Being able to see how the Depart-
ment of Justice addresses violence
against women was critical in shO\ving
me what I might want to do in the fu-
ture," says Senterfitt. "It was an
incredible experience that made me see
how I might actually want to litigate
these cases."
Senterfitt also participates in the
law school's Public Interest Practicum
(PIP), working primarily with the
Mothers in Jail program to assist
women in custody with child-care is-
sues and the Salvation Army Homeless
Shelter, where she helps resolve needs
of residents. "These experiences have
further shown me the importance of
all members of the legal profession
being involved in public interest
work," she says. "We have an obliga-
tion to serve those who are
underrepresented in our community."
-Katy Hudnall ~
Shelley Senterfitt's experience helping the
needy has furthered her interest in a
longstanding career goal - to prosecute
crimes against women and children.
Senterfitt ( left), discusses needs of homeless
shelter residents with Salvation Army case-
worker Juanita Archer.
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Editor's Note: Want a closer look at the interest-
ing work being done by UGA law students?
Check out the sidebars which accompany this fea-
ture.
A 30-year-old woman of sound mindwhose body is crippled from mus-cular dystrophy, goes AWOL from
her nursing home rather than remain in
an environment where she is surrounded
by old people, many of whom are de-
mented. A 52-year-old man, also suffering
from muscular dystrophy, seeks similar
refuge from the institution where he has
been confined for 14 years. They come to
the Atlanta Legal Aid Society's Mental
Health Unit and attorney Susan Walker
0.D.'98) for help.
"The state tends to segregate these
people to institutions rather than provide
them with community care when it is
cheaper to do so, and it often is," said
Walker. "I believe that's discrimination - a
violation of the Americans With Disabili-
ties Act. My clients are fighting for the
right to live in their own homes."














represented indigent criminal defendants
for two years through the University of
Georgia Legal Aid and Defender Clinic; she
arranged child care for children of incar-
cerated mothers through the Mothers in
Jail Project of the Public Interest
Practicum (PIP); and she worked at the At-
lanta Legal Aid Society Senior Citizens
Law Project on an Equa1]ustice Founda-
tion summer fellowship. It was here that
she was first introduced to Medicaid waiv-
ers from institutional care and did legal
research on an appeal in the Eleventh Cir-
cuit concerning two institutionalized dis-
abled persons who wanted to be
mainstreamed. The case, Olmstead v. L.c.
and E.W, was heard by the U.S. Supreme
Court in April and the pending decision is
widely regarded as a potential landmark.
"The Olmstead case was bigger than this
office," said Walker. "We used experts from
all over the country."
Assistance also came from Walker's
training ground, the University of Georgia,
where 11 PIP students and two faculty
members, Professor Ann Puckettt (who
teaches an ADA course) and Assistant Pro-
fessor Alex Scherr, pored over rulings and
other historical information for the brief.
Although Walker quickly points out that
her role in Olmstead was a minor one, her
breadth of hands-on clinical experience
enabled her to hit the ground running on
some very complex cases.
"I had a heads tart," said Walker. "I
learned interviewing skills and how to deal
with clients so I didn't have to start from
scratch."
New Chances to Learn
The University of Georgia School of
Law's commitment to such eXperiential
learning opportunities is well established:
the Legal Aid & Defender Clinic, which
serves as the public defender for indigent
defendants accused of crimes in Athens-
Clarke and Oconee Counties, was created
in 1967; the Prosecutorial Clinic, through
which participants act as student attor-
neys in the District Attorney or Solicitor
offices of 14 judicial circuits, was created
in 1970; and for 24 years, the law school
provided court-ordered legal assistance to
EXPERIENCE IN LAWYERINGr
Georgia inmares through the Prisoner Le-
gal Counseling Project.
In recent years, however, interest in ex-
perientiallearning has further blossomed,
and the law school has responded with in-
novative programs to expose students to
the dynamics of many different types of
legal practice. The newer programs are op-
erated under the auspices of UGA's Civil
Clinics, directed by Assistant Professor
Scherr, who joined the faculty in 1996.
"All the programs that we offer are ei-
ther at or over the maximum," said Scherr,
"so in 2-1/2 years, we are turning people
away. The same can be said of the Prose-
cutorial Clinic and Legal Aid. Overall, I
think it's safe to say the desire for experi-
entiallearning among the student body is
outstripping the programs we have avail-
able."
The experience-hungry students are
often motivated by a desire to work for
public interest causes, the primary benefi-
ciaries of the law school's clinical pro-
grams. Many students, however, simply
want a taste of the world of practice, even
if their personal career plans focus exclu-
sively in the private world.
"I'm training people to be good law-
yers, lawyers in a broad range of different
contexts," said Scherr. "The skills that I
teach - the lawyering theory and the law-
yering practice that I convey in all of the
clinics - are designed to be broadly appli-
cable to the wide range of civil practices;
they're not just focused on public interest
law."
Training for Civil Practice
In the civil externship program, stu-
dents spend a semester in one of a variety
of governmental, judicial or private non-
profit placements. Judicial clerks hips in-
clude assignments with judges in virtually
all the local courts, the Superior Courts of
surrounding counties and the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of Geor-
gia. Government placements include the
local County Attorney's Office, the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission, the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, the
National Labor Relations Board and the
Department of Labor. Private non-profit
placements are equally diverse: Boggs Ru-
















notion that is built into the experiential
learning model that if you are thoughtful
about your experience as a lawyer, you
need to come to terms with your public
role as well as your private role, and all of
these places give students the exposure to
the sense of public responsibility that I
think the law school wants to inculcate in
its students," said Scherr.
Lending a Helping Hand
The Public Interest Practicum, created
by Caldwell Professor Milner Ball in 1992,
is also now under Scherr's supervision. In
this program, students think in-depth
about issues of public policy which cut
across a broad range of doctrines; one
topic dominates the year's lessons, such as
law and suffering, law and race, and the
law of care giving. Students learn substan-
tive law and develop ethical and personal
responses to the challenges faced by practi-
tioners. In addition to the seminar compo-
nent, students provide essential service to
Third-year student Mike Kent,
who serves as articles editor for the
Georgia Law Review and who will work
as a federal judicial clerk upon gradu-
ation, has been working at the
Athens-Clarke Counry Atrorney's Of-
fice through a civil externship.
"I think it has helped focus my goals
in a more litigation-oriented direc-
tion," Kent says. "I wasn't really sure
in the first two years oflaw school what
I wanted ro do. This summer I got the
sense that I really like litigation - not
so much the courtroom, but all the
motion practices - things that go on
before a trial."
Mike Kent (left) got a bird's-eye view of the
inner workings of the Athens-Clarke County
Attorney's Office by doing trial preps and
assisting at meetings like this code compli-
ance session with county marshals,
acquiringpractical skills which will transfer
nicely into hisfuture practice.
Kent's primary responsibilities at
the Counry Atrorney's Office have in-
cluded legal research and writing. And,
he says, since the counry government
often has to act as a defendant in vari-
ous suits, the experience will serve him
well down the road - when he joins
the defense firm of Powell, Goldstein,
Frazer & Murphy following his clerk-
ship.
"It has helped me with time man-
agement more than anything else.
Working 20 hours a week and going
to class is not necessarily an easy thing
ro do. I think I've become more effi-
cient this past year." ~ •••
-Katy Hudnall
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Caren Cloud has a passion for work-
ing with children, and she has found
plenty of ways to enhance that interest
in law school: the Public Interest
Practicum [PIP], the UGA Legal Aid
and Defender Clinic and an externship
she obtained at the New York LegalAid
Society.
For two years, Cloud has worked
with students in Clarke County's Al-
ternative School Program, serving as a
mentor, helping them with everyday
problems, and teaching them about
their legal rights. She encounters some
of the same kids through her work as
a juvenile advocate at Legal Aid.
"Both PIP and LegalAid have helped
me to center in on exactly what I want
to do - work with children," says
Cloud. "PIP especially puts you out in
the community, and you get to work
with many different people, with a
broad range of problems. I think you
come out of law school with a more
well-rounded experience."
Cloud's juvenile casework contin-
ued at the New York Legal Aid Society
last summer, where she investigated
child abuse and neglect cases.
"The best learning experience is the
knowledge that there are so many
people out there in the community
that we don't think about on a regular
basis," says Cloud. "They are out there
and need our help." --=a
-Katy Hudnall
"I've just gotten so much out of this experi-
ence, " says Caren Cloud (left). She coached
students at the Athens Alternative School to
act as lawyers, witnesses, judges and juries
in two mock trials, which were presented in
the Hatton Lovejoy Courtroom in April.
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the community: they give legal informa-
tion and social agency referrals to clients
at local homeless shelters and soup kitch-
ens on matters such as obtaining birth cer-
tificates for job applicants and resolving
landlord/tenant or child support disputes;
they educate school children about consti-
tutional rights and the court system; they
provide social service and legal referrals to
residents in Athens' most impoverished
areas; and they collaborate with UGA's
School of Social Work to provide outreach
on wills, trusts and adoptions to grandpar-
ents who are rearing their grandchildren
due to failure of the parents.
"PIP solidified my commitment to
public interest," said Walker. "We got real
experience with real clients. We got to
know there are greater problems than
those at the law schoo!."
Aiding Victims of Domestic Abuse
An offshoot of PIP is the Family Vio-
lence Clinic, which from humble begin-

















vast majority of the cases settle, but about
100 actually go to court, giving students
the opportunity to work both as lay advo-
cates conducting interviews and drafting
initial paperwork and as practitioners un-
der the Third-Year Practice Act resolving
cases through negotiation or tria!.
"Protective order cases in Georgia are
resolved within 30 days," said Family Vio-
lence Clinic Oirector Vanessa Webber
0.0.'97), "so most students during the se-
mester see a handful of cases from start to
finish. It's emotional work, but it's a col-
laborative environment where students are
teamed together to develop solutions and
counseling options. They gain confidence
and help nurture one another."
In all three aspects of the civil clinical
programs, students reflect on their experi-
ence through classroom discussions,
personal journals, research papers on con-
cerns encountered at the field location,
and individual interviews with Scherr.
"It's largely designed to enhance stu-
dents' ability to extract meaning and long-
term value from the very short-term,
temporary work that they are doing," said
Scherr. "The message is: learn from experi-
ence, learn how to learn from experience
no matter where you are or what you're do-
ing; be thoughtful in your experience as an
attorney, no matter what path you choose
to take."
Developing Sustainable Solutions
Such real-life lessons are also instilled
by adjunct professor Laurie Fowler
0.0.'83), the School of Ecology's outreach
and public service director, who teaches a
joint course for law and ecology students
called the Etowah Practicum. The students
work to protect one of the nation's hot
spots of biodiversity, the Upper Etowah
Watershed. The Etowah River has a num-
ber of endangered fish and mussels species
and flows into Lake Allatoona, a major
source of drinking water and recreation
for metro Atlanta.
"I really love working with the students
because they're so creative and bright, and
lots of times they think of things that I
never would have thought of," said Fowler.
"They work hard, and they're not jaded or
complacent. I hate to think that I some-
times get stuck in the mud, but I do, and
the students help pull me out."
The students' creative energies make an
impact. In one case, they drafted legisla-
tion allowing local governments to use
transferable development rights to protect
river corridors and farmland; it was signed
into law by the governor. In another, they
drafted an open space subdivision regula-
tion for Cherokee County, allowing devel-
opers to cluster homes in areas that aren't
environmentally significant to protect
those which are; three subdivisions are
now in the works under that ordinance.
Etowah Practicum students are devising
an innovative way to use the Safe Harbor
Agreement under the Endangered Species
Act to protect an aquatic species, the
Cherokee Darter fish; U.S. Fish and Wild-
life will use the plan as a guidebook for the
Southeast. They are also crafting a
groundbreaking nutrient trading proposal
in which publicly owned treatment works
(point sources of pollution) help pay farm-
ers to implement best management prac-
tices like riparian buffers and composting
facilities to reduce run-off into the river
(nonsource pollution); this program, too,
could become a model for the entire re-
gIOn.
"These issues are incredibly complex,
and there are a lot of factors which come
into play - politics, as well as environmen-
tal protection," said Fowler. "By putting
students out into the real world, they are
exposed to those various interests and
have to learn how to negotiate them and
come up with some kind of solution that's
sustainable which all the segments will
buy into. I think that's probably the hard-
est part of the practicum, but I think it's
also probably the most valuable."
Testing the Waters of Practice
Fowler and Scherr agree with Legal Ca-
reer Services Director Beth Kirch that such
demonstrated ability is an attractive asset
for students seeking employment, particu-
larly those who want to work in smaller to
mid-sized firms. In addition, says Kirch,
the clinical experience provides yet an-
other, equally important lesson: the
chance for students to test the waters be-
fore committing to employment they may
not enjoy.
"If students think they might be inter-
ested in a certain type of client service,
practice area or type of employer, they can
go in and test it out," said Kirch. "Then
they know if they're really interested. It's
very different when you're learning about
something in class and when you see it in
practice."
"I t's the difference between a live
course and a simulated course," said
Scherr. "All students benefit from experi-
entiallearning because it gives a different
sense of the law and allows students to in-
tegrate their experience in the classroom
with their experience in the outside
world."
Giving Back to the Community
















grants to law students who engage in pub-
lic interest legal work in positions which
otherwise would not be funded - serving
such diverse clients as the state, children,
battered women, minorities, environmen-
tal interest groups, death row inmates,
John Almeida, executive articles
editor of the Georgia Law Review and
vice president of the Environmental
Law Association, has capitalized on
the law school's diverse learning op-
portunities. He has worked at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) through the
civilexternship program, the Environ-
ment and Natural Resources Division
of the U.S. Department ofJustice, and
the Public Interest Practicum (PIP).
At the Justice Department, Almeida
drafted memoranda and motions for
federal agencies involved in environ-
mental litigation.
"It was interesting for me to go into
a situation where it was all litigation,"
Almeida says. "I didn't know that was
necessarily what I wanted to do. After
working there for the summer, I real-
ized I was good at the work those
kinds oflawyers do, and I enjoyed the
work as well."
Almeida's PIP work involved the
Family Violence Clinic and local
homeless shelters. "With PIP, I was
working with real people having
trouble with their landlord or getting
benefits. When you are working for
the government, your clients are agen-
cies and institutions," he says. "I got
to see different kinds of lawyers and
the work they do. For that alone, that
was one of the great things about law
school." ...--a.
-Katy Hudnall
John Almeida (next to the ranger) focused
on fisheries and oil spills in his NOAA
externship; here, he and members of the
Natural Resources law class discuss the en-
vironmental effects of a proposed timber
sale in the Chattahoochee National Forest.
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land trusts and the mentally ill. This
summer's nine placements (a recotd
number) include the U.S. Attorney's Of-
fice for the District of Columbia, the
Western Environmental Law Center, the
Athens Justice Project, Catholic Social
Services, Justice for All, and the
Children's Law Center.
"Through these myriad experiences,
EJF fellows hone the professional skills
they will need as practicing attorneys,
regardless of the career path they ulti-
mately choose," said Hosch Professor
Tom Eaton, EJF advisor. "At the same
time, they learn that an essential element
of professional responsibility is giving
something back to the community. For
the EJF fellow, public service is more
than an abstract ideal, it is a cornerstone
of professional life. To serve one's com-
munity while improving one's profes-
sional skills is both a rare and valuable
opportunity."
Recognizing the Value of Service
Caldwell Professor Milner Ball has
noticed a "flowering oflaw in service to
the community" at the law school. In
part, the law school's new experiential
learning programs fuel that interest by
allowing students the chance to use their
developing legal knowledge to help the
poor and under-represented in the com-
munity. Two recent graduates, Walker
and Scartz, were awarded coveted NAPIL
fellowships for their dedicated commit-
ment; Dorian Murry a.D.'98) received
NAPIL's National Exemplary Public Ser-
vice Award for his work with the Georgia
Justice Project during his EJF Fellowship.
The law school now honors out-
standing public interest work by stu-
dents through the presentation of the
Ellen R.Jordan Award at graduation.
Rob Cox a.D.'97) was the inaugural re-
cipient; Walker followed. The Equal Jus-
tice Foundation also ptesents annual
awards to outstanding public interest
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students and attorneys: the first recipi-
ents were Walker and Russell Gabriel
0.0.'85), director of the Legal Aid Clinic;
this year's recipients are PIP/Legal Aid
student Marcy Jolles and Fowler.
"These awards recognize the value of
service as a piece of the lawyer's experi-
ence," said Scherr. "The profession has
been perceived as having a crisis of con-
fidence, one component of which is the
perception that lawyers are only in it for
the money or for personal aggrandize-
ment or power. Surely one of the anti-
dotes for that perception is to inculcate
in law graduates a feel for what it is like
to do service as a lawyer."
Graduates who choose careers in
public interest law may apply for the
new Loan Repayment Assistance Pro-
gram (LRAP),which provides grants to
help recipients make ends meet. Scherr
says the bad economics of public inter-
est often deter students, encumbered by
college loans and other debts, from fol-
lowing their true avocations. LRAPdem-
onstrates the law school's commitment
to ensure that graduates can put their
well-honed skills to work anywhere they
want, any way they want.
"I'm confident that the students who
graduate from anyone of the clinics
have a good, coherent sense of lawyer-
ing, have had some experience thinking
through what it means for them to be a
lawyer, have been pushed by myself and
the other clinicians to identify their par-
ticular strengths, talents and weaknesses
and have had a chance to start thinking
about their preferences," said Scherr.
"Their work in the clinics gives them
real advantages," he continued. "All law
graduates find their first few years diffi-
cult, and often overwhelming. With
clinical experience, students can find
their sea legs sooner and can make more
thoughtful decisions about how to man-







Four young alumni who work
in public interest law positions
have been selected to receive
grants from the School of Law's
Loan Repayment Assistance Pro-
gram (LRAP). The program was
established in 1996 to assist
graduates who have taken public
interest jobs, which traditionally
pay less than private sector posi-
tions, to pay back their loans.
1999 LRAP recipients are:
Todd Martin a.D.'97) of the Of-
fice of the Public Defender in
Elberton; Bonnie Miller a.D.'98)
of Georgia Legal Services in
Gainesville; Dorian Murry
a.D.'95) of the Legal Aid and De-
fender Clinic in Athens; and
Ottina Woodson a.D.'98) of the
Department of Housing and Ur-
ban Development in Atlanta.
"Interest in LRAP is growing,"
said Beth Kirch, director oflegal
career services. "The Ann Bryan
Downs LRAP Fund, established
by Bertis Downs a.D.'81) to
honor his mother, is the heart
and soul of the program, and we
hope others will contribute. Loan
repayment programs are com-
mon at private law schools, but
few public schools offer them.
LRAP really sets the University of
Georgia apart from the rest and
demonstrates the school's sup-
port of a variety of careers
throughout our home state."
If you're working in a non-profit
or government position and would
like to apply, contact the Legal Career
Services Office at (706) 542-7541.
The application deadline is December
31; grants are for one year, and previ-







• Third-year student Jason Green knew
law school was in his future even before he
decided where to attend. His father,
Marvin Mangham 0.0.'72), and close fam-
ily friend Robert Benham 0.0.'70), chief
justice of the Georgia Supreme Court,
made sure he chose wisely.
"My father encouraged me to go to law
school, specifically UGA, in part by his
example and by the op-
portunities that it has
afforded him throughout
his life. Similarly with
ChiefJustice Benham -
the achievements he has
realized spoke volumes to
me about the value of a
UGA education," says
Green. "When the school
held a reception for the
hanging ofJustice Benham's portrait, ev-
erything seemed to culminate in a quite
impressive argument for me to seriously
consider my acceptance to the University.
It obviously worked."
Once enrolled, Green continued in his
father's footsteps, serving as president last
year of the organization Mangham
founded in 1971: the UGA chapter of the
Black Law Students Association.
Through his position as a student or-
ganization leader, Green became a liaison
to the School of Law's Board of Visitors
and Law School Association Council. He
describes the experience as a unique op-
portunity to make connections with many
distinguished alumni and understand the
realm of possibilities available to law
graduates.
Involvement with moot court and
mock trial competitions has also contrib-
uted to Green's law school career. He
caught his first glimpse of these team
competitions as a lL, when asked to par-
ticipate as a witness in a mock trial compe-
tition by then third-year student, Tonnye
White 0.0.'97), and has been hooked ever
since.
"She did such a phenomenal job, and I
got into my role so much that 1knew when
the chance came for me, I wanted to do the
same thing," he says.
This year Green argued for the law
school's Hulsey-Kimbrell team and
coached the William B. Spong Invitational
team. While his first passion is criminal
law, he is also considering civil
practice.
"I'm not really pro-prosecu-
tion or pro-defense, and 1could
see myself working both sides of
the aisle," he says. "But as a result
of my moot court and mock trial
experience, I've got to get into the
courtroom."
This past summer, Green
served as law clerk to Western
Circuit Superior Court Judge Steve Jones
0.0.'88), an experience which made a last-
ing impression. "If! had to pick in my law
school career one person that has been
most influential, it would be Judge Jones,"
he says. "He has become a mentor and ,
more importantly, a friend. He's the em-
bodiment of what you want the product of
your law school to be. I know it may sound
elementary, but when I grow up, I hope I






• "One of my earliest memories is being
mad at my father on the evening of the
1976 presidential election when I found
out he had voted for Carter," says Michael
Sullivan, a 2L from Louisville, Kentucky. "I
was seven at the time."
Today, Sullivan's fascination with the
world of politics continues. He has been an
active participant in the Athens-Clarke
County Republican party since 1995, and
recently served as campaign coordinator
for an Athens-Clarke County Commission
candidate.
Along with politics, Sullivan takes an
avid interest in history. "I don't see how
you can understand where we are as a na-
tion, culture or as individuals without un-
derstanding how we got here," he says.
"The history of politics is how we got
here."
During his undergrad years at UGA,
Sullivan served as an intern with the Geor-
gia House of Representatives. It was there
he met his wife, Rebecca, also a Capitol
intern. They had their first date February
1, 1997, and became engaged three
months later.
The two married in August, just two
weeks before they both enrolled in law
school at UGA. When asked of their brief
courtship, he replies, "What can I say?
When you know, you know."
Another thing Sullivan was sure of -
he wanted to live in Georgia. His family
moved from Louisville, Kentucky, to Or-
lando when he was in the eighth grade, but
as soon as he earned enough credits, he




"I knew I wanted to settle in Georgia,
and I also wanted to be a lawyer," he says.
"UGA seemed like the only choice. If you
want to practice in Georgia, you can't beat
the connections here at UGA. It's the only
law school I applied to."
Sullivan has paid for his education by
working 40 hours a week in jobs as varied
as a tour guide "fearlessly protecting pas-
sengers from pythons, crocodiles and
charging hippos" on Walt Disney World's
Jungle Cruise attraction to a more senous












pating in moot court, Phi Alpha Delta and
leading the Student Bar Association as
president. "The best part of the job has
been helping people solve problems, get-
ting involved in issues, and trying to make
the law school a better place in general and
a better experience for law students," he
says. "I've learned you can't make all of the
people happy all of the time, but the most
challenging part is making most of the
people happy most of the time."
The Sullivans plan to settle in the
Lilburn/Gwinnett County region, where
Michael hopes to work in a small firm
committed to civic outreach. "Wherever I
am, I want to feel involved in my commu-
nity and get to know the people - not just
live in the community, but be a part of it,"
he says. --=,a.
-Katy Hudnall





• Unlike many first-year law students,
Atlanta's Dana Lennox is a seasoned legal
professional. Her appetite to become an .
attorney was whetted by a successful prevI-
ous career in the courtroom.
"I fell into court reporting as some-
thing to do before law school," she says. "I
loved the work and making money and
never looked back."
Court reporting provided hands-on
legal experience and inspired
Lennox's entrepreneurial tal-
ents. After two years in the
business, at the young age of
22, Lennox founded her own
court reporting firm. Work
was good, but Lennox had
originally set her sights on law
school, and last fall decided to
enroll at UGA.
"I love variety and chal-
lenges, and the field of court reporting
"H I'provided that," Lennox says. owever,. ve
achieved what I set out to achieve In thIS
field. And I long for an active role in ad-
dressing the myriad of needs I've seen as a
court reporter."
Lennox feels the skills acquired
through court reporting will greatly en-
hance her legal career. "I've been privileged
to work with brilliant, well-prepared attor-
neys and judges who care deeply about
their work," she says. "I have learned how
to listen to what people really care about
and to discern what truly motivates them.
I think I can use these skills in the general
practice of law, but especially in negotia-
tion and mediation, helping to formulate
creative solutions to seemingly intransi-
gent problems."
In addition to the daily demands of a
first-year law student, Lennox is also a
mother of three adolescent boys, ranging
in age from 11 to 14. Although restructur-
ing her family life to accommodate her
school schedule has not been easy, she
credits her supportive family with the
"team effort" to make the transition as
smooth as possible.
Now she has a school schedule similar
to that of her children and hopes to in-
spire them to do as much homework as
she does. When asked how she manages
such a full plate, she replies, "I don't get
much sleep, am highly organized and can
make dinner in ten minutes flat and hit
the books."
Lennox's travels abroad
and studies in France have
fostered an interest in inter-
national law, but she is also
intrigued by intellectual
property management and
participates in UGA's Intel-
lectual Property Club. For
now, Lennox is keeping her
career options open.
"First, I'd like to master
the basics," she says. "I like the design as-
pects of projects. A lot of law is putting
together creative solutions to problems.
That part is particularly appealing tc:;:~'"
-Katy Hudnall $
Public Servants
• UGA's Public Interest Practicum was
selected as the Volunteer of the Year by
Athens Urban Ministries. Since 1992,
Practicum students have been providing
information, education, referral and om-
budsman services to clients at local soup
kitchens, housing projects, homeless shel-
ters and alternative schools. A total of 20
second and third-year students participate
in the program each year. .......,.1:.
Getting Their Feet Wet
• More than 30 second and third-year
students (17 teams) got a feel for the ac-
tual courtroom by competing in the an-
nual Talmadge Moot Court Competition.
Students argued the appeal of a hypo-
thetical wrongful death verdict which
stemmed from the death of a boy in a
boating accident.
The final round of arguments was
heard by U.S. District Court Judge Rick
Story 0.0.'78), Judge J.D. Smith 0.0.'72)
of the Georgia Court of Appeals, and
Western Circuit Superior Court Judge
Steve Jones 0.0.'87).
"We were extremely impressed with
the way you stayed calm while we at-
tempted to rattle you," Story said. "You
held your position while acknowledging
our concerns and then addressing them."
(Front row, I. to r.) Champions Wood Lovell
and Holly COXjFinalists Dawn Bennett Ingold
and Wright McLeod. (Back row, I. to r.) Judges
Steve Jones (J.D. '87), Rick Story (J.D. '78) and
J.D. Smith (J.D. '72).
Judges awarded the title to Holly Cox
of Camilla and Wood Lovell of Atlanta .
Wright McLeod of Augusta and Dawn
Bennett Ingold of Greenville, South Caro-
lina were runners-up. Ingold was also
named Best Oralist. --a
The Point is Moot
• Martin Dozier of Macon earned the
Jere Morehead Best Oralist Award in the
spring Russell Moot Court Competition
for first-year law students. Kwende Jones
of Atlanta was named first runner-up.
(I. to r.) Justice Harris Hines, Finalist Kwende
Jones, Champion Martin Dozier, Justice George
Carley (LL.B. '62) and UGA Legal Affairs
Acting Executive Director Jere Morehead
(J.D. '80).
The two appealed the hypothetical case
of a teenager who sued for damages when
she sustained permanent injuries in a fall
after being served alcoholic beverages at a
party. Judges of the final round included
Georgia Supreme Court Justices George
Carley (LL.B.'62) and Harris Hines, as well
as Jere Morehead 0.0.'80), UGA's acting
executive director of legal affairs and
former moot court advisor.
"This was a very close and competitive
round," said Morehead. "I feel privileged
to have the opportunity to judge it. This
was an outstanding example of appellate
advocacy at its very best." ~
Summing Up
• "Picture this case as a puzzle. If the
pieces don't fit, you must acquit," Mark
Mitchell of Cordele told jurors en route to
winning the J. Ralph Beaird Best Oralist
Award in the First-Year Closing Argument
Competition. Both he and finalist
Caroline Catalano of Augusta earned
plaques and scholarships.
Competitors presented lO-minute clos-
ing arguments in a hypothetical shoplift-
ing case. Athens-Clarke County Assistant
District Attorney John Pursley, Athens-
Clarke County Solicitor General Ken
Mauldin and Legal Aid and Defender
Clinic Assistant Director Jo Carol Nesset-
Sale presided over the final arguments.
"The winners today are all 60 people
who started this process," said Dean
Emeritus Ralph Beaird. "The competition
is a tremendous learning experience." ....='~
(I. to r.) Legal Aid and Defender Clinic
Assistant Director Jo Carol Nesset-Sale,
Champion Mark Mitchell, Dean Emeritus
Ralph Beaird, Finalist Caroline Catalano,
Athens-Clarke County Solicitor General Ken
Mauldin (J.D. '80) and Athens-Clarke County






• The 14th annual Faculty/Staff Auction
shattered the record books, generating
$14,335 - nearly double the amount
raised in the previous record-setting year -
for the cosponsors, the Student Bar Asso-
ciation and EqualJustice Foundation.
Most of the funds support summer fellow-
ships for law students who take non-pay-
ing public interest law positions. Auction
items included golf and other outings with
professors and staff members, REM con-
cert tickets, diamond earrings, auto-
graphed Bulldog sports items and a
perennial favorite - a sing-along with










Award for Outstanding Public Interest
Student. Jolles served as south regional
coordinator for the National Association
for Public Interest Law (NAPIL), worked in
the NAPIL/VISTA summer legal corps,
represented juvenile defendants in the Le-
gal Aid Clinic and served two years as trea-
surer of the Equal Justice Foundation.
The award is named in memory of a
devoted public interest law student who
died shortly before her graduation in 1997.~.
Water Resources: The Focus
of the 11th Annual Red Clay
Conference
• The Environmental Law Association
combined strengths with the Institute of
Ecology in March to present the eleventh
annual Red Clay Conference as part of the
biannual Georgia Water Resources Confer-
ence.
The environmental law offerings com-
prised one track of the water resources
conference and covered such issues as envi-
ronmental decision-making, environmen-
tal lawsuits, water law enforcement, the
Tri-State Water Compact, and minimum
standards for environmental management
by local governments.
"As Georgia faces more threats to its
water resources - development-caused
sedimentation, development in the coastal
zone, the pollution of the Chattahoochee
- and as Georgia is facing the allocation of
water between itself, Florida and Alabama,
the public should be concerned about how
this resource that we once considered plen-
tiful and pure is protected," said UGA As-
sistant Professor Peter Appel, a natural
resources law expert who spoke at the con-
ference.
UGA's Red Clay Conference was the
first annual law school-sponsored environ-
mental symposium in the eastern United
States. Attorneys earn up to 12 CLE credits
for attendance. ~,
Going Once, Going Twice ... Sold to the Highest Bidder! Section Y, to be exact. Students in this first-
year section pooled $1,300 to "buy" Dean David Shipley (at right) as a classmate for a day and to
have 1L Hesham Sharawy (at left) trade places as dean for a day. "\Ve have a gunner on the front
row, " commented Hosch Pmfessor Ron Ellington, before the grilling began. The dean tried his best to
blend in with students ("I'm 48, going on 25!") by wearing his college t-shirt and baseball cap, and
by parking, studying and eating lunch with students. While "IL" Shipley was under fire from
professors, "Dean" Sharawy was enjoying the benefits of the dean's office: "I used this as an
opportunity to study for exams. I had lots of visits from faCIlity wanting raises, and I summarily
denied them all. I hope I don't have any of them as professors next year." Sharawy hosted a party for
his classmates on the dean's patio that afternoon.



















throughout the state, included a variety of
articles on workers' compensation, mu-
nicipal corporations, criminal law and
other subjects.
"Our goal was to continue to provide
insightful articles that all attorneys prac-
ticing in Georgia would find interesting
and worthwhile," wrote Jones and manag-
ing editor Frank LoMonte in the foreword.
"We sought to provide articles on the most
current issues that would be as helpful to
the practitioner as to the legislator, mu-
nicipal attorney or judge."
The Georgia League was established to
create a network oflaw students and attor-
neys who practice in the state's smaller
areas ..••...••4.
tance from faculty advisors Ron Carlson
and Tom Eaton. A combination of dedi-
cated moot court alumni, third-year stu-
dents and faculty coached the various
moot court teams. Alumni coaches for the
advocacy programs included: Cale Conley
0·0.'96), Holly Pierson 0.0.'96), Myra
Creighton 0.0.'91), Steve Cummings
0·0.'87), Kevin Gonzalez 0.0.'97) and
Morris Wiltshire 0.0.'94).
"The law school is grateful to everyone
who dedicated their time, energy and tal-
ents to assist our moot court and mock
trial teams during this transition year,"
said Dean David Shipley. "Hiring a full-
time advocacy director for next season is
one of my highest priorities. We have a
long legacy of success in our programs,




• ABA National Appellate Advocacy Competi-
tion: (photo below) National semifinalist;
regional co-finalists for second consecu-
tive year. Nationals: Third Best Brief; Holly
Cox - Tenth Best Oralist. Regionals: Best
Brief and Fifth Best Brief; Holly Cox -
Fourth Best Oralist; Jennifer Riley-Vala-
Tenth Best Oralist .
• National Moot Court Competition: Regional
finalists advancing to the national finals
in New York. Ashley House - Regional Best
Oralist.
• National First Amendment Team:
Quarterfinalists.
• William B. Spong,jr.Invitational: Semifi-
nalists.
• Philip c.jessup International Law Competi-
tion: Regional semifinalists.
• Intrastate Competition: Semifinalists, Sec-
ond Best Brief.
• Hulsey-Kimbrell Competition: lO-year win-
ning streak broken, but record stands at
11-4-2.
(Mock Trial)
• Georgetown White Collar Crime National
Invitational: Semifinalists.
• William Daniel National Invitational: Semi-
finalists, Jenny Parker - Best Advocate.
Teams also performed well in other
prestigious tournaments: Association of
Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA)Tourna-
ment, the ABANational Trial Competition
and the National Institute of Trial Advo-
cacy Tournament of Champions.~,
Transition Year for the Law
School's Advocacy Teams
• Interviews are underway, and the law
school plans to hire by the fall a perma-
nent advocacy director to lead both the
award-winning moot court and mock trial
programs.
Alumni and faculty volunteers have
managed the programs this year, following
the departure of moot court advisor Rich-
ard Ford 0.0.'88), who moved to Durham,
North Carolina, and mock trial coach
Ralph Powell 0.0.'90), who decided to de-
vote more time to his burgeoning law prac-
tice. Elizabeth Grant 0.0.'94) oversaw the
mock trial program this year, with assis-
(I. to r.) Members, Team Two - Wood Lovell, Wanda Vance,jennifer Riley-Vala; Student Coach
Brian Ross; Members, Team One - Holly Cox, Lisa Durham and john Stephenson. Not pictured:
Student Coach Charlie Peeler and Alumni Coach Holly Pierson (J.D. '96)




ton office of Robins,
Kaplan, Miller &
Ciresi, L.L.P.as a part-
ner. John W.
Robinson IV 0.0.'75)
of Tampa, Fl., has been tIt.--
named in the 1999- &'I
2000 edition of The Robinson
Best Lawyers in America
in labor and employment law. George P.
Shingler 0.0.'75) of Atlanta, Ga., has be-
come a partner at Casey, Gilson & Williams,
P.c. William C. Head 0.0.'76) of
Dunwoody, Ga., reports that his 1998 book,
The Georgia DUI Trial Practice Manual, is now
published by the Harrison Company. Bar-
bara Mendel Mayden 0.0.'76) of Nashville,
Tn., received the Glass Cutter Award of the
American Bar Association's Business Law
Section. Judith R. Schuenemeyer 0·0.'76)
of Wilmington, De., has retired after 20 years
of service (the last nine as executive director)
with Wilmington's Community Legal Aid
Society. D. Michael Hinkley 0.0.'77) of
Yokosuka,Japan, has been appointed circuit
CHANGING
TIMES
Judge Rufe McCombs (LL.B.'42) of
Columbus, the first female elected to a
judgeship in the
state of Georgia,






motto is "Have gavel, will travel," cur-
rently maintains a booked schedule as
senior judge with a full caseload on the
Superior Court of the Chattahoochee Cir-
cuit. She shared her life stories, detailed
in her published memoirs, Benched, to il-
lustrate how far women in the field oflaw
have come.
"It's no longer true that a woman has
to look like a girl, act like a lady, think like




Ga., was elected to the
board of directors of
SciTrek, the science and technology museum
of Atlanta. C. Donald Johnson, Jr. 0.0.'73)
of Royston, Ga., was sworn in as chief textile
negotiator in the Office of the u.s. Trade
Representative, giving him ambassadorial
status. Leighton W. Lang 0.0.'73) of At-
lanta, Ga., has joined the public policy group
of Holland & Knight as senior counsel. C.
Read Morton, Jr. 0.0.'73) of Atlanta, Ga.,
has joined Burr & Forman, L.L.P.as a part-
ner. Howell Hollis III 0.0.'74) of Atlanta,
Ga., has joined Smith, Helms, Mulliss &
Moore as a partner. Paul W. Painter, Jr.
0.0.'74) of Savannah, Ga., was awarded the
State Bar of Georgia General Practice and
Trial Section's 1998 Tradition of Excellence
Award. Andrew M. Scherffius 0.0.'74) of
Atlanta, Ga., has become of counsel to
Ballard, Still & Ayres, LLP.
1970-74
1975-79
Frank 1. Butler III 0.0.'75) of Macon, Ga.,
has joined Haynsworth, Baldwin,Johnson &
Greaves, L.L.c. as of counsel. Charles A.
Hunnicutt 0.0.'75) of Alexandria, Va., has
insurance legal section of the Georgia De-
partment of Labor.
Sidney 1.Nation, Sr. 0.0.'70) of Conyers,
Ga., has been named chief judge of the
Rockdale Judicial Circuit. Charles A.
Pannell, Jr. 0.0.'70) of Chats worth, Ga., was
named secretary-treasurer of the Council of
Superior Court Judges of Georgia for 1998-
99. Spencer Lawton, Jr. 0.0.'71) of Savan-
nah, Ga., has received the Allied Professional
Award from the Washington National Orga-
nization for Victim Assistance and was
nominated to the group's board of directors.
Robert O. Freeman 0.0.'72) ofJacksonville,






W. Rhett Tanner 0.0.'62) of Atlanta, Ga.,
has become affiliated with Resolution Re-
sources Corporation as a mediator and arbi-
trator. Wyckliffe A. Knox, Jr. 0.0.'64) of
Augusta, Ga., has been named chairman of
Kilpatrick Stockton's executive committee.
Butler C. Derrick,Jr. (LL.B.'65) of Washing-
ton, O.c., has joined the Washington law
office of Powell, Goldstein, Frazer &
Murphy, L.L.P.,as head of the firm's advo-
cacy group. Pierre Howard 0.0.'68) of At-
lanta, Ga., has formed Special Corporate
Strategies. Com, a strategic business and
political advisory company, with Matthew
Towery. P. Bruce Kirwan 0.0.'68) of At-
lanta, Ga., has opened his own law office
located at 100 Colony Square, Suite 2220,
1175 Peachtree Street, N.E. Brock C.
Timmons 0.0.'69) of Norcross, Ga., has




Thomas 1. Ruth, Jr. 0.0.'53) ofTuscon, Az.,
has written and published the book, Enoch:
the Forgotten Prophet. Jule W. Felton, Jr.
0.0.'55) of Atlanta, Ga., has opened his own
law practice at Lenox Towers, Suite 1725,
3400 Peachtree Road, N.E. T. Penn
McWhorter 0.0.'58) of Winder, Ga., has
been elected to a two-year term as the chief
judge for the Tenth Judicial Administrative
District. Harry 1. Cashin, Jr. 0.0.'59) of
Atlanta, Ga., has become of counsel with
Wilson, Brock & lrby, L.L.c. George M.
Scheer, Jr. (LL.B.59) of Atlanta, Ga., has
formed the law firm of Scheer, Jackson,
Cohen & Schoenberg, L.L.c., located at 3405
Piedmont Road, N.E.
Clarence R. Vaughn, Jr. 0.0.'46) of
Conyers, Ga., has retired after 16 years on the
superior court bench of the Rockdale
County Judicial Circuit.
Items listed were received by April 1, 1999. Infor-
mation received after that date will appear in the
next issue of the Georgia Advocate.







& Kahn, P.L.L.c., as





been named president-elect of the Council of
Superior Court Judges of Georgia for 1998-
99. Jeffrey Y. Lewis (1.0.'82) of Atlanta, Ga.,
has joined Holland & Knight, L.L.P.as a
partner. Stephen 1. Camp (1.0.'83) of
Marietta, Ga., has joined the Atlanta office
of Miller & Martin, L.L.P.as a partner. Rob-
ert S. Kahn (1.0.'83) of Atlanta, Ga., has
been selected by Governor Roy Barnes to
serve as his executive secretary. Terry D.
Aronoff (1.0.'84) of Atlanta, Ga., has joined
Kilpatrick Stockton. Thomas 1. Cohen
(1.0.'84) of Atlanta, Ga., has formed the law
firm of Scheer, Jackson, Cohen &
Schoenberg, L.L.c., located at 3405 Pied-
mont Road, N.E. Lindsey 1. Cook (1.0.'84)
of Atlanta, Ga., has formed the law firm of
Cook & Lowe, L.L.P.,located at 6700
Alan Shor (I.D.'83) of Dallas has a gem of a job. He was working for
Troutman Sanders, L.L.P.in Atlanta, when he was approached by the
Zale Corporation to serve as senior vice president and general counsel.
He jumped at the chance to gain experience in the non-legal aspect of
the nation's largest specialty jewelry retailer.
"It was unique because it was a turn-around situation," he says."\Ve
were a troubled, broken company at the time. The legal department
had to be rebuilt. I cleaned house and started fresh."
Since joining the Zale Corporation in June 1995, Shot's responsibilities have greatly
increased. Once he stabilized the legal department, he was given the opportunity to playa
role in the administrative part of the business. Shor was recently promoted to executive vice-
president, chief logistics officer and general counsel, supervising the company's credit
services, management information systems, distribution and legal functions.
Shor says the most difficult part of his job is making sure nothing falls through the
cracks. "We move at a very fast pace, we're very multi-dimensional," he says.
The hectic pace continues outside the office as well. He and his wife, Ruth, have three
children, ranging in age from three to ten, and Shor says his family is by far his greatest
achievement. Shor, a self-described sports fanatic, also takes an active role in his children's
little league games and school activities, and plays basketball and softball himself.
"When you look at the full scope, my days go fast," he says. "They start early and end
late, but I wouldn't have it any other way."
von Mehren, P.c. Jonathan D. Sprague






Ga., has been named
general counsel cor-
porate for Medirisk,
Inc. He will con-
tinue his duties as Burt
vice president and
corporate secretary. W. Robert Hancock
(1.0.'81) of Newnan, Ga., has been named to
the Newnan Hospital board of directors.
Paula Taylor Hanington (1.0.'81) of Al-
bany, Ga., has been sworn in as municipal
court judge for the city of Albany. Allen C.
Levi (1.0.'81) of Hamilton, Ga., has released
his seventh compact disc, Accidental Roads.
His full-time music ministry takes him all
over the country entertaining youth and
adults at campus and corporate events.
Henry E. Thomas (1.0.'81) ofTampa, Fl.,
has been named in-house counsel for the
Hillsborough County Tax Collector's Office.
Stephanie K. Wade (1.0.'81) of Chevy




of Lilburn, Ga., be-
came a partner with






Floyd C. Newton III (1.0.'80) of Atlanta,
Ga., is president of the National Association
of Bond Lawyers for 1998-99.John 1.
Skelton, Jr. (1.0.'80) of Mableton, Ga., has
joined the Roswell office of McCormick &
military judge for Navy courts-martial from
Hawaii west to the Indian Ocean. William C.
McCalley (1.0.'77) of Moultrie, Ga., has
opened his own law office located at 517
Second Street, N.E. Peter J. Shedd (1.0.'77)
of Athens, Ga., has been elected president of
the Academy of Legal Studies in Business.
Joycelyn 1. Fleming (1.0.'78) of Atlanta,
Ga., has become a partner with Ford &
Harrison. Gwyn P. Newsom-Bunn (1.0.'78)
of Columbus, Ga., has been elected president
of the Columbus Association of Women
Lawyers for 1998-99. Marvin 1. Price
(1.0.'78) of Marietta, Ga., has joined The
Thomas Firm, L.L.c. as a partner. Richard
W. Story (1.0.'78) of Gainesville, Ga., was
presented with LaGrange College's Walter
Malcolm Shackelford Distinguished Alum-
nus Award. Don 1. Waters (1.0.'78) of Sa-
vannah, Ga., is the chairman, president and
chief executive officer of Brasseler USA, Inc.
John B. Copenhaver (1.0.'79) of Atlanta,
Ga., was honored with a Georgia State Sen-
ate resolution for his contributions to the
safety of Georgia citizens as southeastern
regional director of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. David P. Hartin
(1.0.'79) of Marietta, Ga., has joined Sams &
Larkin, L.L.P.as of counsel. Ricki 1.
Seidman (1.0.'79) of Washington, O.c., is
deputy associate attorney general with the
u.s. Department of Justice. Jane F. Thorpe
(1.0.'79) of Atlanta, Ga., has become associ-








What surprised Kriste Richardson
(J.D.'98)the most washow much she enjoyed
being in the classroom - not as a student,
but as a teacher.
The former mock trial standout (her
ATLA team captured UGA's first national
title) is now participating in Teach for
America, a non-profit organization which
places individuals in teaching positions in
areas of need - usually inner-ciry or rural
schools. Her days are spent teaching every
subject, including music and art, to 33 sixth-
grade children in Lynwood, California.
"'f!1eseschools are under-staffed, under-
resourced and under-funded," Richardson
says."There are dayswhen wedon't have the
real necessities. Wejust received our books
two days before Christmas."
After a two-year commitment to Teach
for America, Richardson will earn her teach-
ing certificate, and she is currently working
on an accelerated program to receive her
master's of education. It's all part of a
broader plan to achievea longtime dream of
operating an orphanage. Richardson has
done volunteer work with foster children for
many years.
"I plan to use the J.D. to handle all legal
matters affiliated with the orphanage," she
says."I will do all the custody, adoption and
termination of parental rights proceedings
myself." Richardson also plans to
homeschool the children, and Teach for
America provides prime training ground.
"Everyday I feel like I make a difference,
and that's huge to me," she says.
-Katy Hudnall
Kriste Richardson's (seen here with students)
devotion to kids goes back to her high school days,
when she worked as a nanny and a swim coach.
1990-94
Empangeni, South Africa, is a senior legal
advisor for the Johannesburg office ofBilliton
P.L.CJames M.Jordan III a.D.'88) of
Lilburn, Ga., has
become a partner
in Alston & Bird,
L.L.P.practicing







been elected chair of the State Bar of
Georgia's Health Law Section. Pamela D.
South a.D.'88) of Norcross, Ga., has been
appointed as a magistrate judge for
Gwinnett County. Russell T. Abney
a.D.'89) of Houston, Tx., has joined
Fleming, Hovenkamp & Grayson, handling
class action and mass tort litigation. Marga-
ret Pierotti Eisenhauer a.D.'89) of Atlanta,
Ga., has joined Hunton & Williams as of
counsel in the business practice group.
Charles E. Lake, Jr. a.D.'89) of Atlanta, Ga.,
has opened a downtown office located at
One Park Tower, Suite 2560, 34 Peachtree
Street, N.W. Alison Huber Price a.D.'89) of
Atlanta, Ga., has become a partner in
Lawson, Davis, Pickren & Seydel. Raymond
P. Sheley a.D.'89) ofDecatut, Ga., has
joined the Atlanta office of King & Spalding
as a partner with the firm's real estate prac-
tice group. Martha D. Turner a.D.'89) of
Norcross, Ga., has become associated with
the Atlanta firm of Mills, Moraitakis &
Kushel.
Karen E. Brown a.D.'90) of Decatur, Ga.,
has been selected as the 1998-99 John Heinz
Senate Fellow and will serve one year on the
staff of Senator Christopher Dodd, D-Conn.
Christopher J. Foreman a.D.'90) of Brus-
sels, Belgium, is the director oflegal affairs
for Scandinavian and mid-Europe regions in
the Brussels office of Merck. Julia Willcox
Lumpkin a.D.'90) of Columbus, Ga., was
elected probate judge for Muscogee County.
Ethelyn N. Simpson a.D.'90) of Athens,
Ga., was sworn in as municipal court judge
1985-89
Dawson Blvd., Suite 2C, Norcross. R. Hunt
Dunlap, Jr. a.D.'84) of Atlanta, Ga., has
joined the Atlanta office of Burr & Forman,
L.L.P.as a partner. David P. Schoenberg
a.D.'84) of Atlanta, Ga., has formed the law
firm of Scheer, Jackson, Cohen &
Schoenberg, L.L.C, located at 3405 Pied-
mont Road, N.E. Thomas A. Withers
a.D.'84) of Savannah, Ga., has associated
with Gillen, Dailey, Cromwell & Withers.
Valinda Barrett Wolfert a.D.'84) of Dallas,
Tx., was elected to a three-year term on the
advisory committee of Winstead, Sechrest &
Minick, P.C She also serves on the board of
directors for the Women's Finance Exchange,
Ine. Kimberly Logue Woodland a.D.'84)
and Robert F. Woodland, Jr. a.D.'84) of
Atlanta, Ga., announce the birth of their son,
Patrick Benson, on July 26, 1998.
Robert P. Hall III a.D.'85) of Washington,
D.C, has joined Koch Industries as director
of international affairs and tax. Charles R.
Center a.D.'86) of Seattle, Wa., is the Region
10 attorney for the Office of Hearings &
Appeals of the Social Security Administra-
tion. Stephen S. Goss a.D.'86) of Albany,
Ga., has joined Cannon, Meyer von Bremen
& Goss, L.L.P.as a parmer. Carolyn Mackie
Appelbe a.D.'87) of Sandringham, Austra-
lia, has relocated to Australia with her hus-
band, Bill, and her two children, Ian and
Erin. Andrew H. Prussack a.D.'87) of At-
lanta, Ga., celebrated with his wife,Jill
Deutchman Prussack a.D.'94) the birth of
their daughter, Ryan Nicole, on March 13,






office of Howard &
Howard, P.C as a
shareholder.
Hollister A. Hill
Balow a.D.'88) of Atlanta,
Ga., announces her
marriage to Michael David Cole in January
1999. Haydn T. Hillestad (LL.M.'88) of
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for Athens-Clarke County in January 1999.
Edwin R. Byck 0.0.'91) of Savannah, Ga.,
has become a partner in Weiner, Shearouse,
Weitz, Greenberg and Shawe, L.L.P.Traci
Green Courville 0.0.'91) of Atlanta, Ga.,
has become a partner in Love and
Willingham, L.L.P.Jeffrey S. Iddings
0.0.'91) of Greensboro, N.C., has become a
named shareholder in Forman, Marth, Black
& Iddings, P.A.J. Bennett Mullinax 0.0.'91)
of Greenville, S.c., has joined Oority & Man-
ning, P.A.Neil C. Thorn 0.0.'91) ofColum-
bus, Ga., has become associated with the law
office of Alex Byars. Craig R. White 0.0.'91)
of Atlanta, Ga., has become a member in
Oonahue, Hoey, Rawls, Skedsvold &
Richards, L.L.c. Paul]. Atelsek 0.0.'92) of
Vienna, Va., and his wife, Maureen, cel-
ebrated the birth of their second daughter,
Bonnie Elise, on November 14, 1998. Char-
La Cain Fowler 0.0.'92) of Chattanooga,
Tn., celebrated with her husband, Calvin,
and their son, Richard, the birth of Chandler
Lanier Fowler on May 15, 1998. Mark A.
Lewis 0.0.'92) of Salt Lake City, Ut., has
been named as vice-president for marketing
and licensing with the Salt Lake Organizing
Committee, which is coordinating the 2002
Winter Olympic Games. Andrea Novarese
(LL.M.'92) of Milano, Italy, has joined the
office of the general counsel of the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Oevelopment
as counsel. Skipper G. StipeMaas 0.0.'92)
of Athens, Ga., has been selected by
Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan for a NAPIL
grant (a two-year fellowship to serve rural
black communities). She has also been asked
to address economic development issues for
Sapelo Island's Hog Hammock Community.
Kelly 1. Weston 0.0.'92) of Atlanta, Ga.,
has relocated to the Atlanta office of Miller
& Martin, L.L.P.Keith]. Williams 0.0.'92)
of Rome, Ga., has joined Burton and Will-
iams, P.c. as a named partner. Joseph H.
Ashkouti 0.0.'93) of Atlanta, Ga., has
joined WebMO, Inc., an Internet-based
healthcare network that connects physicians,
hospitals, third-party payers and consumers
to a virtual world of medical information,
tools and services. Stephen M. Brooks
0.0.'93) of Atlanta, Ga., has become associ-
ated with Smith, Helms, Mulliss & Moore.
Michael M. Duclos 0.0.'93) of Arlington,
Va., is a trial and appellate attorney for the
commercial litigation branch of the U.S.
Oepartment of Justice, Civil ~ivision, in
Washington, O.c. Michelle Dunn Fogarty
0.0.'93) of Springfield, Va., has accepted an
associate counsel position with the Board of
Veterans' Affairs of the U.S. Department of
Veterans' Affairs in Washington, O.c.
Kristen Wigh Goodman 0.0.'93) of Savan-
nah, Ga., has joined the u.s. Attorney's Of-
fice for the Southern ~istrict as an appellate
attorney. Holmes]. Hawkins III 0.0.'93) of
Atlanta, Ga., has become a partner in Jones
& Askew. M. Tyler Smith 0.0.'93) of
Gainesville, Ga., has become a partner in
Smith, Gilliam & Williams, P.A. Clay M.
Westbrook 0.0.'93) of Atlanta, Ga., has
joined Arnall, Golden & Gregory, L.L.P.
DanielL. Bennett,Jr. 0.0.'94) of
Blackshear, Ga., announces his marriage to
Kristi Tyre on November 7, 1998. Scott D.
Cahalan 0.0.'94) of Atlanta, Ga., has be-
come associated with Smith, Gambrell &
Russell. Erica C. Daniel 0.0.'94) of
Marietta, Ga., has joined the office of general
counsel with the u.S. Oepartment of Healrh
& Human Services as a staff attorney.
Stephen F. Humphreys 0.0.'94) of Athens,
Ga., is the principal
author of a chapter
in Business and Com-
mercial Litigation in
Federal Courts and
was the sole repre-
sentative for the
u.S. and the Ameri-
can Bar Association
at the opening of Humphreys
the courts ceremo-
nies in both Montreal and Quebec, Canada.
Jill Deutchman Prussack 0.0.'94) of At-
lanta, Ga., celebrated with her husband, An-
drew H. Prussack 0.0.'87), the birth of
their daughter, Ryan Nicole, on March 13,
1998. Their son,Jake, was born on July 24,
1996.
1995-98
J. Barclay Black 0.0.'95) of Sylvania, Ga.,
has opened his own law office located at 113
N. Main Street. Austin E. Carter 0.0.'95) of
Atlanta, Ga., has become associated with
Webb, Carlock, Copeland, Semler & Stair,
LLP.Tracy M. Delgado 0.0.'95) of Atlanta,
Ga., has become associated with Alembik,
Fine & Callner. Brian P. Hall 0.0.'95) of
Atlanta, Ga., has become associated with
Smith, Gambrell & Russell, L.L.P.R. Lee





Thomas Wolfe was wrong. You can
go home again - on October 23rd.
Law Oawgs of all eras
are invited to enjoy an' '/l!¥$\ ""l
ever-popular Homecom- "'?;, ~ -;- .•.•.
ing tradition on North !1E;;;';'.' ~ >C. /~.
Campus: the ninth an-,
nual "Barbecue, Bluegrass
& the Bulldogs Celebration." The
party gets underway with a morning
Bloody Mary/Screwdriver reception
and concludes with a delectable bar-
becue buffet lunch served with all the
fixin's. It's an atmosphere any Law
Oawg who bleeds red and black would
love:you'll dine under the shady oaks
to the spirited strums of a bluegrass
serenade, then join other Bulldog fans
'tween tbe bedges to watch as the Oawgs
tame those kittens from the Bluegrass
State. Hopefully, Uga V,owned by
Sonny Seiler 0.0.'57), will once again
join us to pose for photos with fans of
all ages. Tempted? Call the Alumni
Programs Office at (706) 542-7959
and bring your classmates along, too!
We'vegot food, drinks, Uga, and a
block of football tickets and hotel
rooms. What loyal Law Oawg could




AWAY ON SEPTEMBER 24-25
It was bound to happen sooner or later: our Law Dawg reunion activities have
become such a success that they're too big to handle in conjunction with Home-
coming. So, starting this fall, anniversary classes will have their own Reunion
weekend.
If your diploma ends in a 4 or 9, you're in our charter group for this event,
scheduled for September 24-25, 1999. The Alumni Programs Office is planning
festivities, which include an open house, tailgate party, tickets for the UGA/Cen-
tral Florida game, and individual class get-togethers. For your convenience, the
Alumni Programs Office has reserved a block of hotel rooms in downtown Ath-
ens. Look for your reunion packet to arrive in the mail this summer or call Jill
Birch [(706) 542-5190] or Phyllis Cooke [(706) 542-5075] for more information.
Don't miss the chance to celebrate with old friends twice this fall - first on
Reunion Weekend and then at Homecoming!
Homewood, Al., is associated with the Bir-
mingham law firm of London & Yancey.
Marcus R. Todd 0.0.'97) of Thomasville,
Ga., has become associated with the law firm
of Alexander & Vann, L.L.P.Robert S.
Highsmith,Jr. 0.0.'97) of Atlanta, Ga., has
become associated with Holland & Knight,
L.L.P.R. David Potter 0.0.'98) of
Sugarland, Tx., has become an associate
banker in the public finance department of
the Houston office of John Nuveen & Co.
ChrisnaJ. Walker 0.0.'98) of Lithonia, Ga.,
has become associated with Long, Weinberg,
Ansley & Wheeler. Stacy B. Williams
0.0.'98) of Atlanta, Ga., has become associ-
ated with the Atlanta office of Hunton &
Williams.
The School of Law expresses sympathy to the fami-




Harry R. DeLoach 0.0.'48)
Claxton, Ga.
Oecember 9, 1996
DeVaul 1. Henderson,Jr. 0·0.'53)
Savannah, Ga.
October 21,1998
Benjamin P. Jackson, Jr. (LL.B.'50)
Vidalia, Ga.
Oecember 19, 1998
Miles W. Lewis 0.0.'40)
Greensboro, Ga.
January 25, 1999
Scott A. McGregor 0.0.'85)
Atlanta, Ga.
October 14, 1998
Arnold "A.C." Moore (LL.B.'60)
Atlanta, Ga.
June 22,1998




February. Jon R. Smibert 0.0.'96) of At-
lanta, Ga., works in the U.S. Oepartment of
Justice Anti-Trust ~ivision as a staff attor-
ney. Traci Robinson Soderberg 0.0.'96) of
Marietta, Ga., celebrated with her husband,
Chris, the birth of their daughter, Katharine
Hope, on November 2,1998. Laura
Kennedy Tallaksen 0.0.'96) of Smyrna, Ga.,
has become associated with the Atlanta of-










with Savell & Will-
iams. Ashley H.
Draughon 0.0.'97) of Atlanta, Ga., has be-
come associated with Fleming & Ray, L.c.
William H. Kitchens, Jr. 0.0.'97) of
Ouluth, Ga., has become associated with
England & McKnight. Judith A. McLeod
0.0.'97) of Charlotte, N.C., works in the
Social Security Administration's Office of
Hearings & Appeals as a staff attorney. Rob-
ert H. Sandwich, Jr. 0.0.'97) of Ports-
mouth, Va., has joined the Office of the
Commonwealth's Attorney for the city of
Portsmouth. Amy 1. Stuedeman 0.0.'97) of
come associated with Kilpattick Stockton
L.L.P.KevinJ. Mencke 0.0.'95) of Smyrna,
Ga., recently completed four months as a
stafflawyer on loan from Ford & Harrison to
Atlanta Legal Aid's Cobb County office.
Ashley Phillips 0.0.'95) of Atlanta, Ga., has
become associated with Hall, Booth, Smith
& Slover, P.c. Anne H. Whipple 0.0.'95) of
Atlanta, Ga., has become associated with
Campbell, Hudson & Brannen. SamuelJ.
Crowe 0.0.'96) of Conyers, Ga., has opened
his own law office located at 957 Bank
Street, N.E.Jeong-Hwa "June" Lee 0.0.'96)
of Kennesaw, Ga., announces her marriage to
Mark H. Towery on August 28, 1998. Sima
Singadia Kulkarni 0.0.'96) of Atlanta, Ga.,
has passed the U.S. patent and trademark
examination. Philip R. McDougall
(LL.M.'96) of Vienna, Austria, works for the
United Nations Office for Outer Space Af-
fairs.John 1. McKinley, Jr. 0.0.'96) of
Marietta, Ga., celebrated with his wife, Holly,
the birth of their son, Benjamin Charles, on
September 22, 1998. Wayne A. Morrison
0.0.'96) of Marietta, Ga., has joined
Caldwell & Watson. John C. Patton 0.0.'96)
of Atlanta, Ga., has become associated with
Webb, Carlock, Copeland, Semler & Stair,
L.L.P.Stephanie D. Ratcliff 0.0.'96) of At-
lanta, Ga., has become associated with
Altman, Kritzer & Levick, P.C.John Skelton
0.0.'96) of Seattle, Wa., competed in
jeopardy's Tournament of Champions in
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Yes, I would like a l-year subscription to:
o Georgia Law Review
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Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law
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Journal of Intellectual Property Law
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If you would like to subscribe to UGA's student-published legal journals, send in the Publications Postcard located next to
this listing or contact Nancy Smith at (706) 542-7286.
GEORGIA LAW REVIEW
Volume 33 Number 2
ARTICLES
An Interdisciplinary Analysis of Statements to Mental Health Professionals Under the Diagnosis or
Treatment Hearsay Exception ]ohn). Capowski
Candidate Conservation Agreements as a Devolutionary Response to Extinction Francesca Ortiz
NOTES
The Need For a Clearer Definition of "Affiliate" in Rule 144 Under the Securities Act of 1933:
An Economic Argumen t Joseph G. DeGaetano
Protection from Age Discrimination for State Employees: Abrogation of Eleventh Amendment
Sovereign Immunity in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act Lisa M. Durham
Without Lowering the Bar: Eligibility for Reasonable Accommodations on the Bar Exam for
Learning Disabled Individuals Under the Americans With Disabilities Act Samuel S. Heywood
A Congressional Swing and Miss: The Curt Flood Act, Player Control, and the National Pastime Joshua PJones
GEORGIA JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW
Volume 27 Number 2
ARTICLES
African "Renaissance" and U.S. Trade Policy Hunter R Clark.
champagne or Champagne? An Examination of U.S. Failure to Comply with the Geographical Provisions
of the TRI PS Agreemen t Leigh Ann Lindquist
The Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons Stefaan Smis &Kim Van de Borght
NOTES
Sweeping Protectionism Under the Rug: Neoprotectionist Measures Among Mercosur Countries
in a Time of Trade-Ii beralization Jon M. Tate
Billion Dollar Donation: Should the United Nations Look a Gift Horse in the Mouth? Stacy Williams
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Human Rights Abuses in Yugoslavia: To Bring an End to Political Oppression, the International
Community Should Assist in Establishing an Independent Kosovo Ted Baggett
JOURNAL OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
Volume 6 Number 1
ARTICLES
Copyright Misuse and the Limits of the Intellectual Property Monopoly Aaron Xavier Fellmeth
The January 1999 Review of Article 27 of the TRIPS Agreement: Diverging Views of Developed and
Developing Countries Toward the Patentability of Biotechnology Kevin W McCabe
NOTES
Does the Bad Faith Requirement in Accounting of Profits Damages Make Economic Sense? Eugene W Luciani
Uniform Commercial Code Article 2B & the State Contract Law-Federal Intellectual Property Law Interface:
Can State Statutes Even Begin to Address Copyright Preemption of Shrink-Wrap Licenses? Elizabeth). McClure
Copyright Protection: A Dead Fish for Sculptors of Taxidermy Mannequins? Nathan C. Rogers
l _
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Fall Meeting of the Board of
Visitors (BOY) , ~_;
School of Law
.10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
June 16- '';'
Alumni Re_c~ption& Book
Signing ~ State Bar Meeting
Featured Guest:
Gwen V:_Wood, Author of,..~




5:00 p.m. : 6:30 p.~l.
June 17
'Alumni Breakfast Meeting
Distinguished Service Scroll Ceremony
First.City Club
Savan'nah, GA
7:30a.m. - 9 a.m.
_ .June 3-6 ~
, ; UGA LL.M. Alumni Association.
10th Annual Meeg.ng -
The Hague/Amsterdam;
Netherlands _
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